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VOL. XIX

LOOSES HOME, BARN,
REPUBLICAN NOMINEES
CORAL AND OUTBUILDSPEAK TO LARGE AUDINGS IN EARLY MORN-- .
IENCE AT LUCERO HALL
ING FIRE
for
candidates
The Republican
News réachSd Roy Thursday
county offices and "Hon. E. F,
Galleos Repulican "Nominee for morning that fire during the
Lieutenant Governs spoke to a night had destroyed the Jim
large audience at the , Lucero Lloyd home, barn, corals and out
buildings. What facts we can
Hall Wednesday. evening.
'before going to print is
Each candidate made a short learn Mrs.
Lloyd and the children
that
by
introduced
being
talk after
home
by themselves andH
were
the. County Chairman, Mr. Mr. Lloyd was down in the valMr.
Brown, of Mosquero.
Mosquero looking afcTviifP in favor of the Hard- - ley east of
stock.
Sometime in the
some
ter
"
ing County High School and the night Mrs . Lloyd was awakened
been
had
manner in which it
by the explosion of shells and
"handled by the County Commis- jumping from
her bed she dissioners. Mr. Brock, candidate covered the house was on fire.
a
short
gave
for Representative,
The kitchen was already a mass
sketch of each of the County can of flames and the explosions
didates and their qualifications which awakened her. was caused
for the office which they were by a number of rifle shells which
seeking. Mr. Crane spoke for were on
the shelf in the kitchen
several minutes on "Why he was and which
were exploded from
made
talkes
a Republican." The
fire.
the
'..;
by various candidates were apMrs. Lloyd got a trunk and a
preciated by 'the large number
few
bedclothes from the burning
the
sure
that
present and we are
Republican Party has a strong building anfl this was all she
ticket in the field and the vigo- saved of the household effects.
rous campaign being' made by She carried these to a safe dis.the candidates at this time will tance from the house and placed
add additional strength to the the children on them and did
what she could to save the barn,
party on November 7th.
We understand that each can- corals and outbuildings but the
didate is working for the Hard- wind being in the west carried
ing County High School and for the flames direct to the barn and
it was impossible for
its location at Roy and we are shedsto and
anything.
ao
her
appreciated
:sure this is highly
The Lloyd home lies about 6
by :the voters' of the Roy Prec"
'
miles east of Solano and the
inct. "'
nearest neighbors, Mr.- Oscar
Murphy, lives about a mile and
LOSES BABE
a quarter away.. When it begun
to getlight Mrs. Lloyd sent her
who
Gomez
Mrs.
Juan
Mr. and
'live in the north part of town are 'ittle son over to Mr. Murphy's
mourning the loss of their little home and this was .the first
babe which passed away last news that any of the neighbors
week. The litirle fellow was sick had of the fire.
'but a few days. Funeral took ' We did not learn whether they
place Friday and burial folowing lost any stock or not, but the
in the Evell Cemetery, Mr. lose in buildings, furniture, cor'Gómez, the father, was working als etc., will amount to several
in Wyoming at the time of the thousand dollars. Just how much
ideath of the babe, and did not nsurance Mr Lloyd carried we
;s
arrived in Roy until after the f did not learn;5
'
The .beautifiij trees in the
grove near the house were ruinJREAD'THES. A:-'-ad and most of ' them killed by
-- :
the intense heat.
David M. .Váldez ha been appointed a Deputy Game Warden,
under salary and behooves you .Mrs.'tó Cason the democratic
"hunters to have you.r Lisence nominee for Sup't of schools was
when out . Mr. Valdez intends to in Roy several days this week
;ee to, it that" violations of the fixing up her political fence and
game laws are stopped, epecially getting acquainted with the vo,
those hunting without a license. ters. " .
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CONVENTION AT

HEW HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING
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. A, Partial View of the New School Enild- ding Now Beins Erected in Roy as the ' "Home of the Jíai'üing County " High l"r
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Dr. Plumlce received word this
.week that his son Cravens Plum-le- e
ranked one of the Sophamore
Classes of the medical department of the St. Louis
ty. This is soire record but Roy
boys always take honors where- ever they go and girls too f ar as
that is concerned. Cravens finishes his. third year in medical
school this winter and in another
year will be a full fledged Doctor
of Medicine and we expect him
to be as great surgeon as his
'
father.

The Countv candidates for
both political narties were In
town this week looking over their
political fences. ' Both parties
have a strong line up' of men and
women on their tickets and we'll
bet many a scratched ticket will
lie polled in Harding county this
fall. V- ; , . .......
.

November the public will have an opportunity to say whether or
nui u snau ue me come 01 xne naramg uounty High school Or the
uuiiie ui tne ivoy municipal riign.acnooi
Thebonds:were voted flfcthe
mg County Bill, Roy was to be the County High School, but'this
part of the bill was later killed by the Supreme Courtand to settle the matter and eive the rporte & TioM
hkv a cov
tu
matter the County Commissioners have given the voters a right
w vote on tne question November 7 and it wi J be. up to you Mr. and
Mrs. Voter to say whether the Ilardino- - Cniinfcv Tiio-- ScJinni dioit
be located in this fine building- and
Harding County.
Make your decision in the affirmative
square just opposite of "FOR THE INACTION OF A COUNTY
HIGH SCHOOL AT ROY. NEW MTmnn
glad because you did so.
-'
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NOTICE

S. E. Paxton,
Manager.

.

,

10-21--

PEOPLE'S PARTY
CONVENTION RECALLED

After carefully reconsidering
the matter, those who were at
the head of the People's Party
have decided to recall the conven
tion but presume after careful
in Roy on October 25th .
We did not learn the reason
,
for the calling off of the convention but presume ifter can ful
thought and consideration that
those who were at the head of
the movement felt there was no
show for the new party to gain
any power or elect any officers
so for the best interests of the
two major parties the matter
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teacher or superintendent.

: All persons knowing themselves indebted to the firm of S. E,
Paxton Gro., Co. will please call
and make immediate settlement.
You can see me at the E. J. H.
Roy office where I will be glad
to receipt you for your account
: Remember' this must be done
.,
at once .
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It has been-- noticed that a num
Study,.
10 to 11 A. M. Lesson
ber of minors in the town are
Subject "World wide Prohib- smoking cigarettes and pipes
and that the law forbidding the
.
ition."
11 to 12 A. M. Preaching ser sale of tobaccos to minors 18
years of age or under is being
vices by Pastor of Mosquero.
disobeyed by certain
continually
12 to 1 :30 Eig basket dinner.
town and also the
dealers
the
in
Session.
Afternoon
..
1:30 Song by audence, On law lorbidding the sale of tobaward Christian Soldiers." In- ccos in any form to any pupil at- vocation by Rev. J. A. Fostsr, tending school or any educational
institution. On acount oi tne
of Roy.
disobedience of this 'aw
flagrant,
.
II
A.
Welcome
address,
1:45
the school board has found it
McGlothlin, Mosquero.
Response, J. D. Wade, Pres, necessary to warn all "dealers in
tobacco in the town of Roy
of convention.
- 2 Song Ladies
Quartette of and that the law will have to
Talk, The better be enforced as they cannot alMosquero.
Sunday School, by A. W. Drake, low smoking to be a past time
on the school grounds or in out
Mosquero.
buildings over the town. T!u
by
Round Table Conferencé,
habit is not only dacgerous to
Convention.
Song, Solano Sunday School. the pupils health but. is also dan2:45 (1) Origin of Sunday gerous for the starting oí firea
Schools, Mrs. Geo. Lucas, Liber- as boys are as a rule very careless pi the manner they dispuse
ty.
Song, Liberty Sunday School. of their cigarette stubs . '
In answer to a letter from the
(2) elatiott'of Sunday School
Attorney
General by Superintento the Church, Rev. James
dent Bazzill the following is an
Fletcher, MiHs.
Song by Mail Quartett of Roy. extract from same.
Section 2916, Code of 1915,
(3) Preperation and presentation of lesson by'teacher of class. prohibits the sale of intoxicating
1st, Primary Pupils, Miss A. liquors, cigars, cigarettes or tobacco in any form to minors unMary' Osmond, Roy.
der the age of 18 years, or to
Song, Roy Sunday School.
any
pupil of high school or edu2nd, Intermediate Pupils, Mrs.
cational .instruction within the
L. N. DeWeese, Mosquero.
3rd, Adults R, L. Yarbrough, state. The punsihment for the
violation of this section is a fine
Mills. .
'
Song, by Roy Sunday School. of not less than $25 nor more
by
imprisonment
$100,
or
4) Why should parents attend than
Sunday School, Cameron Bazzill, for not less than thirty days nor
more than three months, or both,
Roy.
Duet, Missouri Gray and Miss at the discretion of the court
trying said case, and it shall be
Catherine Bazzill. "
Business Session, Report of the duty of "the county superin
tendent and city superintendent
Schools.
to. prosecute before justice of
Song by Audience.
the peace, all persons, firms or
Dismissal.
corporations violating this sec
Mrs. Lillian Wetzel, of San
tion." ':.
Francisco, California, is visiting You will note on
reading ' this
her sister, Mrs. II. Kennard for a section that it does not allow the
few weeks, enroute for Indiana
sale of tobacco in any form to
to visit relatives there.
minors under 18 yars or school'
children of any vage, even tho
Mrs. C. L. Collins of Clayton they have an order from their
and one of the leaders of the De- parents to purchase same. The
mocratic Partjr was in Roy and law is simply mandatory and forMills the first of the week organ bids the sale o school children
izing Jones for Senator Clubs iunder any circumstances and our
Mrs. Collins is & hard worker advise tóthose who have bsen
and gets results and organized careless on the enforcement of
clubs at Roy and Mills while this law is to pay strict attention
rto it as the school board intends
here.
i to see that smoking is stopped at
The Floersheim Mercantile Co. school and to assist in the- en
received five carloads of fine forcement it will be necessary to
sheep from Texas points the get at the source where the boya
first of the week, and unloaded get the weed, so if you are callthem at the Roy stock yards and ed to make a $25 to 50 donation
were later sent out to ranches. to Judge Foster's court, don't
They were a fine bunch of sheep get peeved as you hávo v Leen
and showed that they had been warned..
Another information which
well cared for. V"
Attorney General Bowman conveyed to. Mr, Bazzill is that the
school law requires the atten- -'
dance of all pupils between the
age of 7 and 17 for the full 9
months, unless sickness cr some
other preventable reason is given
or the pupil is excused by the
,

The work oh the new high school building is progressing rapidly and at the present rate of progress,, the contractors expect
to have the building completed sometime during the month of January so that the school can moye into the building about February
ifrst or sooner-.IV".."..'-.'.'partial
a
view
is
above
of
picture
new
The
the
school building
as it looked a few days before it was burned to the ground on December 9th, and the building is being rebuilt exactly as the burned
building was erected with the exception that a large auditorium
will be made on the .second floor than was in the burned building
The picture above does not begin to do the building justice; for
besides the main building which is seen in. this picture ,the building has two. large wings, one on the north end of the building ajid
one on the; south end of the building. These two wings each are
about 32 by 50 and contain four large cláss rooms besides commodious halla and clothes closets
The basement contains the Domestic Science and Manual Training rooms besides two class rooms
and a store room, vault and the heating plant. The first floor
of the main building has
rooms, large halls, recreation
room and Superintendents room. The upper story has" five class
rooms, two of which are thrown into a large auditorium by the
use of roller partitions. The auditorium, is fitted with a large stage,
dressing rooms and other conveniences. A large hallway seper-atthe auditorium from the class rooms of the opposite side of
the building. The stage is so arranged that it can be used for a
music room if necessary . '
The basement on this fine building is now completed and the
bricklayers havu. the building ready for the placing of the windows
on the first floor and if the weather continues favorable as it has
trve past tew weeks there is little doubt but they will be ready for
the roof within the next three weeks.
This fine'buiding is costing the district, comcletelv furnish
ed, over $65,000 and it was first origianally planned as the home of
the Harding bounty High School and on the Seventh day of
four-clas-

LAW ON SALE OF TOBACCOS AND CIGARETTES TU
MINORS BEING DISOBEY ED

PROGRAM FOR THE
FIFTH SANDAY SCHOOL

RAPIDLY

WORK PROGRESSING

m

SUBSCRIPTION $ 2. 00 PER YEAR.

dropped, and the fight in
Harding County this' fall will be
between the Democratic and Republican Parties with one or two
names bn the Independent ticket

'

Henry Fair called on the S. A.
and renewed for another year,
v.e wish several .hundred would
do likewise.
.

f

'
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Only one more week until, the dra wing takes place.
Are you getting your share of the tickets? If not, you
should take advantage of, the bargains we offer each day
With each' dollar purchase, or for each dollar paid on
account, we give a ticket that entitles you to one of the
twenty prizes that we will give away next Saturday.
-

S. E. PAXTON GRO., CO.,
SELIJ3 TO LUJAN & BRANCH

An important business transltook place in Roy, the latter- part of last - week when the
S. E. Paxton Grocery Co., sold
their stock of goods and build
ing lease to the Lujan & Branch
Company.
Mr. raxton has decided to

ation

quit the grocery business and
will enter into some other busi
ness in the rear future. The
Lujan & Branch Company needr-e- d
additional room for their fast
increasing business and have already started moving into their
new home.
Messrss Lujan & Branch will
add additional stock to their already large. stock and will soon
have one of the
grocery and drygopds stores of the
town.
. We'have not learned just what
Mr, Paxton intends to do but we
hope he will ' decide to stay in
our town and assist another year
in helping to put Roy on the
base ball map.
te

Floersheim

J

erGantile uom pany

'

.

.

,

The invoice of the Roy Trading Company has been completed and Mr. David has taken possession of the store and. has already opened for business altho
he does not have the store straig
htened up from the tear up of invoice. Just as soon as he gets
everything straightened up and
the pnce marked down ne wiu
tell you all about it in the S. A.
as Mr. David believes m printer s
ink and as he is going to marK
prices that will open your eyes,
you had better be on tne watcn
out for his' ad which will soon
appear in this paper.

ie Jefes? xM&
who Airs his

politician
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USUALLY
LOUDLY
6Ki
MAI VIEWS THAT MEED THE
AlB.

YATES.
NEW MEXICO HIGHWAYS
RETURNS FROM
A community Club has been or
MILLION
GET
SHOW
WHEAT
FOR NEW ROADS ganized at Yates to liven things
ud for thiswinter with Mr. Ga- e
Harding County Products
Santa Fe Oct. 16 liignway- ley uiairman auu mek yui
Several Prizes at Big
i.;iif Uav aminun- ;i ram becretary.promote omect
Exposition.
the in
was planning 0f the club is to
department
ced his
w
"It the neisrh
W. H. McCárger and C. F. a program oi roaasuu muieicoi,
he tter ar.nuainted with
Morris returned Friday from lands to cost approximately bers. The club meets every two
.
Wichita, Kansas, where they $979,500 for 1923.
weeks on Friday nights the next
nast three- The state oí xsew avicju
koim
IlOÍV hoon fnr the .
mootinc rnmincr so near Hallowe'
the
for
cent
a
pay
HTi'tii n hi cr exhibit OI not have to
a recent en 'twas decided to have a Hallofarm products from Harding construction, as underroaos ii ween social. Mrs. Boarts, Miss
County at the International decision of the public,
the entire Gillum and Mrs. Galey were put
nr Washington
wvionf Shnw and Farm Products
feder on the committee to arrange the
Exhibition held there from Sep cost can be palduut of the
program for the social and they
al aid.
tember 25th to October 7tn.
suzested that each lady come
nine
tv,
includes
nmoTflm
Hie UlllglOUl
This show is the biggest 01
pav
dressed as a ghost and everyone
concrete
its kind in the United States. projectsi three for
storv.
ho nrptwred to tell a
rr
Products of all kinds are on ex- ing ana me vtnci .v.
will be all kinds of Hallo-stunThere
surface.
orravel
and
United
hibit from all parts of the
for amusement and
are one
States and Canada, as well as The concrete projects
the Yates Quar- understand
we
Fe,
Santa
and
betwéen Bernillo
other parts of the world.
some
will
music for us
have
approx- tett
Approximately 10,000 pedple 21 miles long and to cost
be
some readalso
will
Dothere
and
San
were in attendance each day of imately $441,000, on
to spend a
you
want
so
if
ings
lands;
Indian
other
the weeks, and many compli mingo and
evening, take a pumppleasant
eight
lands,
on1
Isleta
Mexanother
ments were paid the Mew
aDDroximately kin pie and be at the Yates Comico exhibit, as being one of the miles lrvno" to cost
on Sandia munity Hall on Friday evening
another,
best in the show. In fact as R1fi8.000:
to cost .October I.
long,
miles
was
five
lands,
interestmore
miiiv nr
V
The ovster supper given at the
the
other
the
all
for
shown than
of Mrs. Henderson on Mon
Alhome
highway
paved
north'from
exhibits in the show.
udjr
tabuquerque
miles
were
cuim
iunner.
live
The following prizes
projects, 'all report a fine time with plenty
The" gravel surfac
ken by McCarger and Morris at
and of oysters.
lengths
their
the big show. A special prize together with
uu
are:
costs
a
"vc
as
estimated
exhibit
was given for the
Mnepciiom 9( miles. sllO.UUU. been nere visiting mia. warier
interthe
best
being
whole for
Laguna, seven miles, $42,000. and Heath left Sunday for their
state exhibit, and prizes were
home at Cunningham, Kansas.
A coma, four miles, $2b,uuu.
products:
folowing
given on the
Mr. Frank Gillum, the school
miles,
5
First prize on Mexican Pinto Santa
driver spent the week end
truck
Beans, Mammoth Sqush, Flat $27,500.
Raton.
at
$30,000.
miles,
five
Millet;
Juan,
San
Hog
and
Cabbage
Dutch
Mr. McNeil of the McNeil Com
Taos, five miles, $35.000.
Second on Wealthy Apples and
Department Store 0was a
pany
Third
Red Wethersfield Onions;
Wednesday, he was
Roy
visitor
DOWN
GOING
FORDS
Fourth
and
Millet
on Siberian
by his little daugh
accompanied
on Summer Squashes and
Company
ter
Kathleen.
this
Motor
Ford
you
The
when
Carrots: which.
The Steinbaugh Bros, drilled
QnnrviinpoQ
annx.hPI PUT.
- in
lAlXV'V'l'
CVIV
take into consideration that com rnalr
a ffood water well lor r. u.
time
nrici.
ho
cars
this
in
their
rf
petition is open to the world, f
last week. They have
Boarts
in
reduction
This
of
drop
$50.
good.
a
we consider very
They gave away about id,uw price comes in the face of an 'several contracts around Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Guy and
rter
nf ioo
illustrated descriptive folders,
describing this section of the day; in other words the orders family spent Sunday with Mr.
country. They now have on ex for Ford cars now amount to Guy's mother north of Yates.
Sunday
hibit at their office a picture oi 5.000 or more daily, while thet 'Twas announced last
will
School
there
Sunday
at
that
eight
hour
production
the
the
for
with
together
their exhibit,
ai me
ribbons for the above prizes. day is in the neighborhood of oe preacning services Sunday.
next
- nVlnck hour
vv niiJ
Many more prizes could have üuuu vuiiiyictc
out
Tret's
time
in
all
for Sun
S50
each
on
car.
of
a
off
nrofit
had
they
taken
secured
been
if
more of each probuct, so they which Mr Ford does bv allow day Schoolnd ve there for the
could have made a seperate ex ing the public this reduction, he eleven ofclock service.
looses thereby a daily profit of
hibit.
What- America ENGLAND PAYS 50 MIL- will ret a cut made $250,000.00.
The
LION WAR INTEREST
most
needs
time is more
at
this
ex
and publish a picture of the
Henry
of
of
calibre
men
the
near
future.
the
hibit in
Big Check is Delivered to U. :
Ford.
Reserve Bank.
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Mr. Springer of the Chas.
Co., was over from Las Vegas the latter part of the week
finishing up the invoicing of the
PROCLAMATION
Roy Trading Company. He tells
OF ELECTION us that Mr. Porter and Mr. Bos-well will stay in Roy several
On creation of County High months closing up the business
School for Harding County,
of the Rov Tradins Co.. and col
New Mexico, at the
lecting outstanding accounts.
Town of Roy

a.

II-fe-ld

--

V
v.

X

MRS. ADELINA-WARRECandidate for Repre
Republican
We are glad to tell our readers
TO THE QUALIFIED ELECsentative
in Congress.
ers that we have been able to
TORS OF THE COUNTY OF
at
correspondent
Yates
secure a
HARDING, STATE OF
We shall ex
'
also one at David.
NEW MEXICO.
pect a nice lineup of news from MRS. OTERO- - WARNotice is hereby given that these popular communities weekWhereás, . at meeting of the ly. When the present owners
REN IN THE FIELD
Board of County Commissioners took over the S. A. they did not
of Harding County, New Mexico, have a single reader in these
OF EDUCATION
held at Mosquero, said County communities and now we have
and State, on the 5th day of probably 30 or 40 readers and
Ootnhpr 1922. there was sub new 'subscribers commg in weekis both a
n
HTc
mitted to said Board a Petition ly.
a work
and
education
for
worker
for the creation of a County
She has demon
educator.
ing
High School for said Harding
A BargainFarm of 320 acres
aoiuty to
County to be located at Roy, located in Twp 20 North .Mora strated practicalfields of endeav
both
in
results
New Mexico, and,
County, New Mexico, 100 acres or. For many years sue
improved and fenced, No. 1 soil, worked to improve the state s
ifiifnllv ovciminoí Hr cnirl Rrvnrrl Four room stone house, two public school system. Her work
and found to contain the signi-ture- s barns and other out buildings has been one among the people
of the quali- Eighten hundred dollars ($1,-80- and before the legislative comof
takes this . Write Anthony mittees where it has counted in
fied electors, including women
voters and in conformity to the Kiwiecin, Jeddo, Mich. Box73. results. The county unit school
..
requirements of law.
law, county boards of education
practical county high school esreon
NOW, THEREFORE,
Corn and fodder for sale reas- tablishment the 9 months school
solution duly passed by said
Board of County Commissioners, onable, 10 miles north of Roy, term, higher teaching standards
and better salaries for teachers,
the question of the creation of or 4 miles east of Mills'. '.'all have had her active aid.
M. J. Stevenson
a County High School for the
County of Harding, and State
When the vacant office of
NOTICE
of New Mexico, located at 'the
superintendent of Santa Fe
Town of Roy in said County and
her by
I have good horses and wagon
State, is hereby submitted to the practically good as new also new appointment, , she accepted ' be
electors of said County, said pro set harness will trade for good cause she saw an opportunity w
position to be voted upon by said Ford Car.
F. S: Brown. better rural school conditions
voters in their respective Precinthen greatly in need of impro
cts of said County, at the Genenuuamgs were
County .' Clerk Anderson knd vement. School or inadequate.
ral Election to be held on the 7th
repairs
family have moved from Mos- out of
day of, Nóvember, 1922 .
The school funds were involved
Said proposition shall be voted quero into the Ivey house in the school warrents were unpaid and
upon at said election by seperate north part of town where they the schools were heavily in debt.
ballot, and shall be in the follow- will make their future home.
tandards were low.
ing language;
and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION Public interest
"Shall a County High
lackiny.
were
School for the. County of
'
TrHav the state has no better
Department of the Interior
Harding, State of New MeSan- ,101
oa.w.m than those in
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton 1UICU canals
xico, be created at the Town
New Mexico.
ta Fe county. Warrents are paid
of Roy, said County and Stapromptly. School crecut is re
September 14, 1922.
te."
SChOOl DUl luings. iue
NOTICE is hereby given that stored.
For a County High School
in repair. County
and
modern
Arreta L. Lamnion. of Kephart,
at Roy, N.M.
flourishing.
N. M., who on August 24, 1920, high schools are
is kept
nurse
school
County
High
a
An
Against
made Homestead Entry, No.
teachers
"grade
Ouly
first
busy.
School at Roy, N.M
22,
026,804, for SVi Section
Township 23N, Range 28E, N. are employed. They are adeMeNew
Mosquero,
at
Dated
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice quately paid. There is a budget
xico, on the 5th day of October, of intention to make Three Year balance of $27,000 and the peo
1922.
Proof, to establish claim to the ple of every distnct display inland above described, before terest and pride in their schools.
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS- Judge F. H. Foster, U.S. ComThis is the result of less' than
SIONERS OF HARDING COU- missioner, at Roy, New Mexico, four years' of work by a woman
NTY, NEW MEXICO
on the 30th day of October. 1922. who, having ample personal
to nermit a life of leisure
E.F. Gallegos,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Chairman.
Jay Lammon, Harry Lammon, and social amusement has chosen
(SEAL)
Arthur Lanfor and Fay Lam- to lead the life of a worker m
ATTEST:
mon, all of Kephart, New Mex- .that field in New. Mexico where
ovmnathetie understanding and
C. Ernest Anderson
ico.
directed efforts are most
wisely
Clerk.
H. H. Errett,
Register.
needed.
By
R.' Lopez,
Deputy.
believes In
Ms.
adequate salaries for teachers.
She has secured payment 01 sucn
salaries in her own county ad
Soon to Be Bride of Kaiser
ministration. She believes m ef
ficient teachers and demanas
that no other be employed in the
schools she directs. She believes
that no further increase in taxes
for school administration should
ho irnnnspd uñón the Deonle and
that careful economy and more
efficient school administration
must be the means for maintain
ing adequate schools. But She
believes, also, that aid snouiu De
hv the federal government
í
í
through
further granting of pub
'
Kí
iX
V
lie lands for school maintenance
and she helieves that such grants
4 T
can be oftained from congress by
sustained efforts and serious pre
sentation of New Mexico's situa
.
and necessities.
tion
V
i
4
It is significant that Mrs.
has never failed
undertaking
for the- puin any
blic welfare to which she has set
"
" uní
it lt
her hand.
Partisan political opponents
widow
Princess
the
picture
of
recent
most
and
exclusive
An
,
hoot at the idea that a lone New
Schoenich-Carlotwho is soon to marry the former Kaiser, engage-Mexican woman representative
ment which has bee eofirm4. The Princess will take the three
children, shown here, with her to Dodr, Holland, where Whelm
can secure from congress a furliving and where th ceremony will be performed, wasmnch as the
Wide.
ther grant of land to uplift from
TM
hit
get
Gemtaay
to
former monarch cannot go into
the taxpayers a part of the. burPrincesa went to Paria recently for some of her waaw etotlrn.
But
den of school maintenance.
N
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Washington, Oct. 16. Great
today paid to the AmerBritain
DANIEL K. SADLER
ican government tne first insAttorney-at-Latallment of interest on account
of the four billion five hundred
BW.
Bank
International
million dollar loan made to that
RATON, N. M.
country duriner the war. A
; check for $50,000,000
was delivered to the Federal Reserve
NOTICE OF REGISTRATION
bank of New York by J. P. Alor
gan & Company for the account
Roy. New Mexico. Oct. 18, of the British treasury. .'"
1922.TO ALL VOTERS OF This is the first interest pay
PRECINCT NO.. 3. Roy. JNew ment received by the United
Mexico, Harding County.
states since my l919 for any
TVin Pamctrcitinn Knnks
i
.nr.,
nf the
v
xii .,6W
0I ine prmcipai amea govern-Ro- y
open
8
be
.will
No
Precinct
mentg to which near,y $10i000).
this date at the F. H. Foster ot- - 000 were advanced during and
fice and wiirbe closed on the lmmediately following the World
evening of October 27th. All war

IPS TOASTED

one extra process

which gives a
delicious flavor

I
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"

persons, botn women apd men ov
Rav Busev is looking after bu- - er 21 years of age should regis
,
.
...
siness interests at wagon ivioui u .
Don't over
, ...
Las Vegas and Springer this
weeK.
F. H. Foster, .'
A. Roy,
Frank
up
Laughter
from
was
E B
Floyd
Morris.
Solano on business Monday evenBoard of Registration.
ing.
NOTICE .FOR "PUBLICATION
.

--

C.H. GARNER

Auctioneer
New Mexico.
Mills,
12 vears experience selling for
the best farmers and breeders in
three states, 8 years a breeder of
Shorthorn cattle and Poland China hogs. Padegrees understood.
Will go anywhere to conduct
large or small sales.
Write, Wre or Phone at my expense for dates, terms
reasonable.
-:-

-:-

Department of the Interior
U. S. LAND.OFFICE

at Clayton,

New Mexico.

itn,

September

For Rent 240 acre farm, 2
miles east and Vi, mile north, on
the school route. 100 acres can
be put in wheat, a good house,
will rent the .house seperate if
necessary.

;

Mrs. S. B. Towers.

TEN DOLLAR REWARD;.
The Democratic Publicity Com
mittee has made the following

ivzz .'hAnre

NOTICE is hereby given thati ,
Annie Hi. upton, oí ooiano, narq-- 1
been made in years past
ing County, New Mexico, who,
which has never been report
on September íitn,
made
Additional Homestead Entry,
ed to the as?estr as requirNo. 025,451, for
ed by law. . In such cases the
Section 12, Township 18, N. R.
land commissioners! held up
25 E., SW14-SWI- Í,
N&-Sapproval of the sale in a pig"
i,
in
section 7, eon hole, pending approval ,
Township 18 N.- Range 26 E,
ef fectivey defeating the law
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
and defrauding the state of
notice of intention to make Final
interest in def erred payThree Year Proof, to establish
ments which do not commen
claim to tho land above describ
ce to accure until the sale
ed, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
has been approved by the
Comissioner, at his off ice at Roy
commissioners."
New Mexico, on the 28th day of
The above charge is absolutely
October, 1922.
incorrect in every párticclar.
Claimant names a3 witnesses: We will pay TEN DOLLARS for
D. P. Upton. W. S. Arnold each and every case which anyLeopoldo Andrada and Sam one can
cite in proof of what
Tyler all of Solano, New Mexico. they allege.
H. H. Errett,
Republican Publicity Bureau,
Register.
.
Frank Staplin, Pub. Mgr.
,
Adv.
TEAMS wanted-witgood wa
cron.
nnA KmVoo .
0 , harness
nium
STOCKMEN ATTENTION
als 12001b up, wagon 34 inch
We will dip cattle at the T. F.
F
mountain coal nam Heiman place, 15 miles east of'
ing freighting coal 3 to 12 miles, Roy,
10 miles north of Mosquero
six day week job for winter or
on Ñovemher.. 1st. and .14th.
steauy worK íd.uu day up on All patrons wanting cattle dip- tonnage wage basis
SE-SE-

üVn-V-
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led the fight
Mrs Otero-Warrwhich' brought equal suffrage to
New Mexico women in advance
of the national amendment. She
led the fight which resulted m
establishment of the state health
and welfare department, which
has saved thousands of lives and
bettered living conditions in every county in New Mexico. She
lifted the Santa Fe county school
system from its demoralized condition and made it one of the
en

best in the state.
Heretofore further land grants
for our public schools have only
been talked about. Mrs.
proposes to .work for
with every resource
grant
a
such
of har rommond. The parents
of New Mexico, confronted with
duty to children on one hand and
with heaw tax burdens
other, should give her the oppor
tunity to try. She .will succeed.
Otero-Warr-

on-th- e

en

;

.

h

a;

i
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The Same Old Backache!

Southwest News

Does every day bring the game old
backache? Do you drag along with your
back a dull, unceasing ache? Evening
find you "all played out"? Don't be
discouraged!
Realize it is merely a
sign you haven't taken good care of
yourself.
This has probably strained

New Mexico
and Arizona

The new creamery which has been
under construction for some time at
A Colorado Case
Baton,, N. M.f will soon be opened,
Mrs. W. 3.
The old Harkness hotel at Cerrillos,
1430 E. River
St..
Canon City,
N. M.. a frame building, erected In
Colo., says: "My
1879, was destroyed by fire recently.
kidneys didn't act
right and I had a
Plans are now under way for the
great deal of pain
through the small
establishing of a golf club at Fort Bay
of my back that
ard, N. M, and the building of a
made me feel mis
course.
erable. I had pains
In my head and
Stock shipping in the vicinity of
suffered with dizzy
pells. My mother
Carrizozo, N. M., has been heavy, over
had used Doan's
5,000 sheep and 500 steers going to the
Kldner Pills and'
she told me to try them; I used
Kansas City markets.
Doan's and they cured me."
Through the efforts of some of the
Cat Doan's at Any Stora, 60c a Boa
good road enthusiasts of Gallup, N. M.,
K!SSS? the main highway from Gallup to Zuni
FOSTER. MILBURN CO, BUFFALO. H. Y.
has been slgnboarded.
One hundred and nineteen thousand
Fish Story.
acres of government land In Arizona,
"Uh. Where is that big fish you all in Mohave and luma counties, will
.
hooked?" be thrown open to soldier settlement
"It pulled me overboard."
The contractors on the Tombstone
Blsbee paving have laid about 600 feet
Who can argue against a horse
of new paving since they started work
laugh?
again.
Firing at what he believed was a
wild turkey moving in the twilight,
of Flagstaff, Ariz,
Andy Erickson
killed Erlck Erland,
Instantly
shotnd
Brad-Sha-

DOAN'S

.

i

V

-

his chum.
teamster at a
Si Lyons,
instantly
was
Globe, Ariz., mine,
killed when an automobile In which he
was sitting, was backed over a fifteen-

.

J

A

-

Mrs. Lula Avery

San Antonio. Texas. "I used Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription and it
helped me very much in feminine
trouble, and I am glad to tell others
about it. When one can obtain this
'Favorite Prescription' at the drug
stores there Is no use suffering." Mrs.
Lula Avery. 3419 S. Flores St.
If you are ft woman suffering with
chronic weakness peculiar to your sex
you can be benefited by "Favorite Prescription."
Obtain this famous Prescription
now, In tablets or liquid, or write Dr.
Pierce, t President. Invalids' Hotel In
Buffalo, N. T., for free medical advice.

tH'

útil

XgflSy

A saftj dependable and
effective remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Distemper, Influenza.
Heaves and Worms among horses and
mules. Absolutely harmless,and as safe
for colts ai It is for (18111011, mares or
geldings. Give "Spohn's" occasionally
as a preventive. Sold at all drug stores.

L

KILL RATS TODAY

foot embankment
Pleasant Hill, merchant of Españo
la, N. M., and Republican candidate
for state corporation commissioner,
was shot and seriously wounded a few
days ago at Española.
The Ramaho Mining Company in the
Tres Hermanas district, near Deming,
develop
N. M., Is doing considerable
ment work on Its claims and a large
force of men is already at work.
Unconfirmed reports, are prevalent
In Phoenix that, on Nov. 1, the South
em Pacific will take over and operate
the Arizona Eastern railroad as a
part of the Southern Pacific system
Tony Hill, who recently obtained a
lease on the Copper World and Antler
mines, situated about fourteen miles
east of Yucca, Ariz., has shipped a
ca,ioad. of good grade copper to
the smelter.
Word received from the Shea mine
near Jerome, Ariz., is to the effect that
feet
the shaft now some seventy-fiv- e
below the 800 level, Is bottomed In the
best ore that has yet .been opened on
the property.
40-to- n

Charged With the murder of Walter
Steinbrook at Turkey Creek, Yavapai
county, Ariz., In December, 1920, Frank
La Grange and his wife, arrested at
Globe, were taken to Prescott by Slier-- ;
iff Joe Dillon. '
The Houston Thomas mine In the
Pinos Altos district, near .Silver City,
N. M., is rushing the development
work at the mines as rapidly as possible and at the present time' is shipping about 125 tons dally.
.

According to reports received by the
cattle sanitary board, hundreds of cattle In different parts of New Mexico
are dying from the lack of feed and
water. Arizona has been asked to lift
the quarantine on cattle and It Is likely that many will be shipped to the
ranges of that state.
ELECTRIC PASTE
While Juarez was calming down
also kills mice, gophers, prairie doss,
It
coyote., wolVM, cockroaches, water buri from its
revolution the El Paso
and ants. A 16o box contains enough to Chamber - of Commerce was counting
from
kill to to 100 rats or mice. Get it today,
your drug or general atora dealer
its votes on whether the international
flEADY FOR USE BETTER THAN TRAPS bridges should be closed at 6 p. m. instead of 12 :30 a. ra. as at present. The
vote was 495 for the -- 12:30 closing
hour to 109 for 6 p. m.- who escaped
The three convicts
from the Arizona penitentiary recently were recaptured at a point between
the towns of Gilbert and Chandler.
Kidney, liver, bladder and uric acid
of
Association
The Sportsmen's
troubles are most dangerous be- Southwestern New Mexico elected ofcause of their insidious attacks. ficers for the ensuing year as follows :
Heed the first warning they give Col. G. S. burner, president; E. M.
that they need attention by taking Sawyer, Tyrone vice president; MaJ.
Charles A. Copeland,
Fori Bayard,
vice president ; Dr. W.'H. Chapín, Silver City, secretary and treasurer.
The state of New Mexico has approximately 50,000 acres of land leased
for drilling In San Juan county in the
The world's standard remedy for these region between the gassers in the Azdisorders will often ward off these distec neighborhood and the gusher reeases and strengthen the body against cently reported brought in by the Midfurther attacks. Three sizes, all druggists. west Oil (Jo., near ,Shlprock, according
bos to Charles B.- - Barker, land office atLook for tbe name Cold Medal oa
and accept bo imitation
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Girls! Girls!!

Save Your Hair
With Cuticura
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 asa 50c,
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RELIEF WORKERS
WARN POWERS

From All Over

your kidneys. Take things easier for
awhile and help your kidneys with
Doom' Kidney Pilla. Then the backache, dizziness, headaches, tired feelings and bladder troubles will go.
Doan's have helped thousands and
should help you. Ask your neighbor t

SPANISH-AMERICA-

PESTILENCE IS
MALADIES

'

FEARED

FROM

PREVALENT

AMONG REFUGEES.

CONDITION

TERRIFYING

PEOPLE ARE BEING DEVOURED
ALIVE BY FLIES IN
SMYRNA.

Athens. Turkey's suggestion that
the Near East peace conference be
held at Smyrna should be rejected once
for all by the powers if they have any
consideration for the health of their
delegates, in the opinion of American
relief workers, some of whom have ar
rived in Athens from Smyrna, with
strange skin maladies requiring med
ical treatment. They report that sanitary conditions in Smyrna are un
speakable; the bodies of horses ahd
other animals and some of the Smyrna residents who were killed In the
disaster are still in the streets.
Harry Ellsworth Boyde of Pittsburgh,
Pa., auditor of the international' com
mittee of tthe Y. M. C. A. in Turkey,
arrived in Atliens recently after es
corting 700 refugees to Mitylene
aboard . the United States shipping
board steamer Casey. He Is a member
of the committee organized by Rear
Admiral Mark L. Bristol, and has been
working in close
with A,
K. Jennings of the Y. M. C. A. in his
relief efforts. Mr. Boyde made the fol
lowing statement : .
"The 700 refugees just taken from
Mitylene were the last to be taken out
of Smyrna. Their condition was terri
fying. These people were actually be
ing devoured

alive by flies.

It

Is so

throughout Smyrna, for the flies, thriving 'on the decomposed matter lying
about, have multiplied by millions.
"Xo girls between the ages of 1;
and 25 were found In our band of ref
ugees; they had been taken by the
Turks.
"Captain Glover of the Casey, by
strategy, saved the lives of seventy
young Greeks, former army officers,
He was sauntering through the streets
of Smyrna when he found the Greeks
under arrest and began to berate them
for having abandoned his ship, threatening to beat them unless they return
ed Instantly.
"The Turks were much amused, and,
foreseeing dire punishment for the
Greeks at the hands of the.Americari,
allowed them to reach the steamer,
Captain Glover hid them In the hold
until the vessel reached Mitylene."
Mr. Boyd told how an aged woman
refugee, liiad with hunger, seized his
wrist as he was waiting on the quay,
Imploring him to rescue her. In her
frenzy she accidentally lacerated, his
arm and, he believed, infected him. A
violent eruption was caused, which
spread to his forehead.
This skin eruption is appearing in
Athens among foreigners who come in
contact with the refugees. It also is
developing among those who meet ref
ugee workers. The Indications are that
Immediate, effective organization Is
necessary if serious pestilence Is to be
avoided In Greece.

DYED HER BABY'S COAT,
A SKIRT AND CURTAINS
WITH "DIAMOND DYES"
.
Each package of "Diamond Dyes" con
tains directions so simple any woman can
dye or tint her old, worn, faded things
new. Even if she has never dyed before,
slie can put a new, rich color into shabby
wmriq, ureases, waisis, coats, stocKings,
sweaters, coverings," draperies, hangings,
everything. Buy Diamond Dyes no other
kindthen perfect home dyeing is guar
anteed. Just tell your druggist whether
the material you wish to dve is wool or
silk, or whether it is linen, ectton, or
mixed goods. lAamond Dyes never streak,
spot, iaae or run. Advertisement.

6t

"Both of my
Joseph, Missouri
idea swelled and hurt me bo that I
could not move or do any of my work.
There was heavy pressure and pains
through my lower organs ana the
's
doctor told me to try Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound for these
troubles. He said I had this one
chance, and if the Vegetable Compound did not help me nothing but an
operation would. After taking several
bottles I felt it was helping me and
now I am able to do my own work. If
my testimonial will help others I shall
be glad for them to read it and hope
your Vegetable Compound will do
them as much good as it did me."
Pink-ham-

A man may be short of Ideas and
yet be able to hand out a long line
of talk.

Mrs.

Have you ever stopped to reason why
is that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
of sight and are soon forgotten?.
The
reason is plain the article did not fulfill
the promises of the manufacturer. This
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endless chain system the remedy is
recommended
by those who have been
benefited to those who are in- need of it.
A prominent druggist says, "Take for
example Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rooa
preparation I have sold for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent results, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
sale."
According to sworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
is due to the fact,
Kilmer's Swamp-Root- i
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney.
liver and bladder ailments, corrects uri
nary troubles and neutralizes the uric acid
which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
owamp-Roo- t
by parcel post. Address Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., and
enclose ten cents: also mention this paper,
Large and medium size bottles for sale at
all drug stores. Advertisement.

it

613

N. 4th

Mo.

St,

Pinkham's Blood Medicine, also
Lydia E. Pinkham's Liver Pills and
used Lydia E. Pinkham's Sanative
Wash and the capsules and prescription recommended. I am doing all my
work and have gained twenty pounds.
I am taking the medicines still, but I
feel fine. You have my permission to
use this letter for the good of others. "
Mrs. MARYMARK.37HamiltonAve.,

White Plains, N. Y.
Some female troubles may through
neglect reach a stage when an operation is necessary. But most of the
commoner ailments are not the surgical ones; they are not caused by
serious

displacements,

tumors,

or

growths, although the symptoms
may appear the same.
When distorting ailments first appear, take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to relieve the present distress and prevent more serious troubles. Many letters have been
received from women who have been
restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound after
adviBed by attend-

ing physicians.

upon "Ailments
Lydia E.- Pinkham's Private Text-Boo-k
Peculiar to Women" will be sent you free upon request. Write
to tbe Lydia E. Pink ham Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts
This book contains valuable information.

COTSTHPATITO

t,

Might Have

Lockhan,

White Plains, N. Y. "Í had such a
I could hardly walk and the
Sain that
said that I needed an operation. I was sick for a year before I
started taking your medicine and I
could not work. I saw your advertisement in a IRtle book and that is how
I came to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
medicines. I have been taking the
Vegetable Compound and Lydia E.

You Should Hava the Best

Discords

Wm.

St Joseph,

If You Need a Medicina

Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.They
CARTERS cleanse
your system of all waste matter and
Regulate Your Bowels. Mild as easy to
A niTTLE
If IXIZR take as SUgar. Genuine beat tlgnalun
&&C
II
Small Pill. Small Dose. Small Price

4 PILLS

"Oh, you can never fool my Ma
I know just what she'll say,
That that's as much like Faultless Starch,
f
is like day." -- ,
At night-tim- e

gl

HIM

IS)

Been Omitted,

but They Were Very Apparent
to Mr. Splnks.
Splnks, the musician, and his wife
were on their way home from a con
cert and were overheard discussing
the merits of the entertainment.
"It set my teeth on edge," Splnks
said, "to hear the orchestra playing
'Yankee' Doodle' and 'Dixie at the
same time. The Idea Is all right,
of course, and even commendable from
sonttmental point of view, but the
two pieces, when played together, are
full of discords." ...
"But didn't you notice," said his wife,'
who is something of a musician her
self, "that where certain notes or
passages would have been discordant
they were omitted from one air or the
other and left to the drums?"
"Of course, I noticed It," he testily
rejoined, "but I could hear the discords In my mind Just the same!"
Milwaukee Sentinel.

st

CONSIDER

USE OF AIRSHIPS

Possibility of Their Successful
ployment in Making Aerial
servations of the Himalayas.

EmOb-

. Consideration
hás been given to the
possibility of aerial observations in
the Himalayas. The range, It appears,
has only six peaks above 27,000 Teet
high, and an aviator flying at about
23,000 or 24,000 feet should have no
difficulty in crossing If the highest
peaks were avoided, while, If he chose
certain of the gorges, an altitude of
some 19,000 feet would suffice. The
greatest of the many obstacles to be
encountered Is the mountain sickness,
which occurs in the Highest altitudes
through defleiéney of oxygen. The gradual climber, going afoot, is less handicapped In this respect than the avi
ator rising suddenly from sea level In
his machine; on the other hand, the
pedestrian has more fatigue to under
go, and this practically equalizes matters. The chief consideration In any
case Is an adequate supply of oxygen,
with a proper Inhaler.

Hopeless.

.
sagé, "No vacancies."
"Well," she sighed, "I don't wish
the women on the newspaper any
harm, but I wish some of them would
get out and give the rest of ns a
chance."
;
"They don't, though," the woman re- -,
porter assured her cheerfully. "Evea
when th,ey get married they hold on
to their Jobs harder than ever."
The youthful applicant regarded her
speculatively.
''And they live a long tlme too.
don't they?" she concluded.

A Mild Affair.
"Was Dourgan's party much?"
"No!
All but one were back
work next day." Life.

gers to health and comfort,
These dangers lurk, in the
irritant, caffeine, which is the
active principle of both coffee

and tea.

courage.

Its fragrant aroma and rich,
flavor are delightful.
Pos turn is made from roasted
wheat and contains no caffeine,
nor any other harmful ingredient
whatsoever.
full-bodi- ed

OrderfromyourGrocerTODAY!

For those who enjoy a
cup of coffee or tea, but
find that it makes them nervous,
wakeful and irritable, there's
satisfaction and freedom from
discomfort in delicious Pos turn
well-ma-

de

the table
beverage of no
regrets.

Postum comes in two forms:
Instant Postum (in tins) prepared
instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling water. Postum
.

Cereal (in packages, for those
who prefer to make the drink
while the; meal is being prepared) made by boiling fully 20
minutes.

PoStUlil
"

mi

a

T P3

V
,

at

Anybody who speaks the truth to
the hour of danger possesses tro

Why Risk Your Health?
the coffee or tea
THE pathisofbeset
with dan-

v

,She was a pretty young thing and
terribly In earnest when she applied
for a staff position on a Chicago paper.
A woman reporter, emissary from
the city editor, carried the usual mes- -

m

ilar attack, but had kept it secret at
the time, fearing notoriety. He added
that he was told at the hospital, where
he was treated, of a third victim.

'

Happy Results in Both Cases

.

x

Premier Fails to Satisfy Critics.
torney.
,
London. First commentators on the
According to plans of the Southern
speech of Premier Lloyd George In
Pacific Railroad Company about twen
Manchester, writing In the newspapers
e
miles of ninety-stee- l
..rails will recently, make strenuous efforts to
be laid In. the Bowie district during read between the lines to discover
the next few months to replace the 75- - what the permler had in mind as to his
pound rails that are now In use. The personal intentions.
company plans to put down fifty miles refuse to accept the speech as an an
on the Tucson división.
The other swer to the various charges laid
twenty-fiv- e
miles will be laid out of against the government
of mishanEl Paso west.
,
dling affairs of state, especially of the
liarshall M. Owens, roundhouse fore- Near East problem. '
man at Lordsburg,
N. M., shot and
Captured Letters Bared.
killed Charles Williams, machinist of
the Last Chance mine, near the rail
Dublin. The Dail Elreann Issued an
road station. .The men met on the official white paper recently containstreet, quarreled over something their ing the captured correspondence of
friends know nothing about, then Ow- Eamon de Valera, former president of
ens fired.
.
the Dail Elreann, and others. The corC. M. Zander, former member of the respondence discloses that on Sept. 6,
Arizona state tax commission, and three days before the meeting of the
Nealy A. Pennington, a . prominent Irish Parliament, , De Valera wrote
commander-in-chie- f
real estate broker of Tucson; are fac- Llam Lynch,
of
ing prosecution on federal charges of the Republican forces, "approving the
Having participated In alleged land suggestion that the army should proKrafts, ,
claim Parliament 8 an Illegal

Doctor Advised Use of Lydia E. Pink- -'
ham's Vegetable Compound

Cuticura Soothes Itching Scalp. ;
On retiring gently rub spots of dan,
druff and itching with Cuticura Ointment. Next morning shampoo with
Cuticura Soap and hot water. Make
them your everyday toilet preparations
and have a clear skin and soft, white
hands. Advertisement

Only Five Germans in French Jails,
An Honorable Degree.
Paris. Five German prisoners are
Said the friend to the proud father
all that remain in French jails of the
a college graduate who had Just
several hundred' thousand taken by of
been awarded an A. M. degree.
Presiduring
war,
troops
the
French
suppose Robert will be looking
dent Millerand having granted full for"I Ph. D. next?"
a
of the twenty-sipardon to twenty-on- e
'No he will be" looking for a J. O. B."
convicted of crimes against the com
Christian-Evangeli(St. Louis).
Th
mon law.
More Gland Robberies Revealed.
Chicago. Reports of two more new
ly discovered cases of grand larceny,
following the report that Joseph Woz-nla- k
had been made drunk and robbed
of a gland, were In the hands of the
police a few days ago, the first cases,
so' far as known, of such a theft In
modern history, Henry Johnson, an
electrical employé of the city, came
forward on hearing of the operation
performed on Wozniak, and declared
that he had been the victim of a sim

ESCAPED OPEIiATIOHS

A man Is expected to take off his
hat because It Is nothing to look at,
anyway.

DIDN'T GET AWAY FROM

worn

TOO

13017

FOR HEALTH

"There's a Reason"

Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc

Battle Creek, Mich.

v
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THE COSI1 OF GOUD ROADS
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MILLS AND VICiNlT f

Europe Going
The republican party and its
Mr. and Mrs. W. II. McMinn
to
pledged
the
are
candidates
Back to Farm
ttave decided that no homeiis
Federal Aid Road construction nerfect without children sojn
program.
accordance with such decision
THl UNIVERSAL CAtt.
The United States pays $61.50 Mrs.McMihri left last Saturday
and the Stat of New.Mexico on for Kansas City and returned
We were this week advised of a drop fir prices' of
ly has to pay $38.50 of every Monday with a baby boy which
Ford cars all models except the Sedan amounting tor
$100 of the cost of constructing she had 'secured at an orphans
$30 00. -- This makes the price of this popular car lowthe roads and bridges. Under home in that place.' The little
er than ever before in the history of the Fot'd Company..
New
people
of
plan
the
this
fellow is five months old, healMexico are getting a system of thy and happy as youngsters
SEDAN, F. O. B. ROY
$713.60
good roads thrauh .every county, his size usually
are. He is indeed
grav
which,
with
be
will
surfaced
"
COUPE . ; v.
.
Self Oiling Roller Bearings
$6400
fortunate in winning such a
el or rock wherever .possible, con;
TOURING, Complete with starter and"
may
hope
he
and
good
home
we
Wind Mill Oü Once a Year
necting up all ike county seats grow to be a Messing to his fos'
'.
demountable rims
, ..... . $303. 55
towns; and cities, and conand
parents.
Safety Flues
ter
highRUNABOUT Complete with demountable
necting with the principal
We forgot to mention the fact
ways
adjoining
rims and starter . . .
states..
in
. . , .
Deep Well Pumps
. $472-3v The, county roads connecting, last week that J, H. Lebert and
TRUCK
$482 45
Well Casing
with these main arteries ,of tra-- l family returned the latter part
Dr. L. C. Gray, economist of the
vel will enable the farmers of of last week from a two months U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,
Gass Pipe and Cylinders
after an
We received a new shipment this week, Come in
the state to save many times the campiña: trip- in tUtah and var extended survey in Europe says big
and look them oyer.
estates
being
are
Stoves and Stove Pipe Elinto
cut
smalt
amount of their roads and their ious other states. Mr. iDeri
tracts and the people are oíng
Products. We get these standard was not very favoradly impress
TERMS IF DESIRED.
tack to the land, producing more
bows
roads and bridges by paying tax ed with any land in Utah as he fo home than cpmjnersial uses.
as in the cost of marketing only had hoped to be before going
Stock Tanks
,
..
:
i little over one third of their there,
Wagons and Grain Drills
Just received a shipment of
;ost.
W. F. Cunningham and fam
Chocolates, Floersn
Whitman's
Association
report
the
of
The
ily and A. S. Day and family left
Auto and Tractor Oils.
of State Highway officials for Saturday for Vaughn, New Mex eim Merc Co.
We are doing business at
the last year shows that the cost ico, where they expect to reside
Roy, New
aid They went in covered wagons in
Chairman
of
the
of
federal
Hunker
State
of
construction
the old stand;
democratic party was in Roy
roads and the overhead expenses the good old pioneer style.
Saturday evening, leaving for
under the New Mexico State
a Highway Department is less The young people's Sunday Clayton early Sunday morning.
School gave an intertainment
than in any other state.
and social at the church Friday
Yet the democratic candidate evning. We did not attend perVote for the location of the
for Governor has said in the pre- sonally but we have heard some; Harding County High School at
sent campaign, that "it would very complimentary remarks on Roy on November 7th.
have been far better for New some of the actors who personi
Mexico if it had not received a fied "Massa
and Missus Coon." . Nel Wetterhus and family will
dollar of federal aid for roads." The proceeds
amounted to $17 move to Roy next week, and
Which means that he thinks it which w;ere applied on the piano make their future home here.
4
C.
woud be better not to' have good
debt.
We
now
are
to
prepared
test
roads for it would have been im
If you have a taste for sweets,
UNDERTAKER
your eyes and fit glasses.
C. A. Smith left Friday for a try a box of Whitman's assorted
possible for New Mexico to build
:
And
Can furnish you any kind of
business
Guymon,
to
trip
Okla.
standard roads and pndges with
Chocolates, the more you eat of
LICENSED EMBALMER
glasses,
or any corrective treati
,
out federal aid .
Miss Marjory Leohnard assis them, the more you will want, at
Full line of Caskets alwaysq on
ment for the eye you can get
Floersheim
Mr.
Hinkle's plan might be
Store.
ted in the bank a few days this
hand, also suits and dresses.
any where.
get more free grazing if week.
Calls answered day or night
nef iclal to some stockmen, who
You will find Chocolate coveMr. and Mrs. T. E. Silerand
Phone No. 58
settlement, but the people have
, attended red nuts and fruits in the WhitMiss
Hoatson
Vera
Foster Blk.
Roy, N. Mex.
there were no roads, or farm3 or
in Roy last Sun- man's line of candies. They are
other plans for the Sunshine church services
Roy,
N.M.
the very best that money can
.
day.
State.
buy. Floersheim Merc. Co.
Mrs . Estel Gants of Melvern;
ATTENTION FARMERS
Try a box of Whitman's Sam Kansas, arrived Wednesday for
'raft
The S.
pler Chocalates, the are deli a Visit with her sister Mrs. Hoat- sold over E. Paxton Gro., Co.
$1,400 worth of groDairy catte have advanced
son. She will also visit her ceries at
cious, at JMoersheim Merc.
their
sale last Saturday.
50
in the corn belt in six
mother who is in a sanitoriam in Seth says if he had
a few. days
months. If you need dairy
arrived in Albuquerque, before returning sales like Saturday's he
wouldn't
calves of any breed, especia
Roy last Wednesday to spend a to her home. ; .'
want a better business than' a
lly Guernsey, or big type
few days with relatives and inChas E Schultz and wife of grocery store in Roy ,
Poland China Hogs, or any tends.
i
Chico were shopping in Mills iL;
"'
other breed of stock, write
v
Tuesday.
X , 2'.
j
H
Ernest
County Tréás
Parkes;'
me for prices and full partiJust think of It,' a car load of R. W. Butler of near, Gladstone
W.
H.
úrér,
McMinn;
manager of
culars,
;.
selling
choice' winter apples, and
is hauling lumber to build a the Grocery Department of the
'hundred.;
had
per
You
at $3.50
ALL KINDS OF FEED AT LOWEST PRICES.
house 28X80 feet,; which when Wilson Co.,- and Mri Spencer,
L. M. Wagner,
better see Roy R: Day, for he completed
between
$900
cost
will
agent of the E. P. & S. W. at
R.F.D.
Jesup, Iowa.
is the man that is selling them. and $1,000. '
Mills were Business visitors in
';
,
Roy
adTuesday evening
building
is
Felton
án
P.
J.
P. L. .Guhn" and family have
"
'
feeds.
cHops,
al":
to
which
dition
is
his
house
winVegas
for the
moved' to. Las
ways
by
a welcome improvement
Buster and Virgil Plumlee ar
ter, where Mr. Gunñ hás a good
E.;
rived home from a months visit
position with á contractor at the wife.
with relatives in Mo. They reD. D. Hollopeter is pebble-das- h
that place. They will keep inport a nice visit but both are
formed of the doings of the mesa ng M. H. Smith's residence.
thru the columns of the S. A.
A little girl of Henry Sykes of glad to get back to Rov and
near Abbott was climbing upon a in High School. The boys' had a
wife,
the
Ben
and
of
Sturat.
wagon wheel last Saturday when fine vacation and are now ready
Mills, N. M.
Liberty neighborhood are
the team started, catching one to get down to real school work.
Dates at this office.
over the arrival of a lit limb between the spokes and
tie girl which came to their twisting it in an awful manner)
home on the 10th. Dr. Self who John and Cash Woods brought
was in attendance report mother the injured child to Mills where
THE RED CROSS
and babe doing nicely, and Ben Dr. Moon examined her but
SUPPLEMENTS .
is all smiles because she is a girl. could not find just to what exxWHO KNOWS BUT WHAT A
GOVERNMENT
SERVICE
i
tent she was hurt. He put the
GRAPEFRUIT IS Jusr A LEMON
THE
BY
MEETING'
J. M. Ames and family left limb in splints but advised them
All orders carefully filled and promptly shipped by exPARTICULAR
NEEDS
"THAT SAW IT'S CHANCE AN'
Tuesday for their new home in to have an y
picture taken.
press
or Parcel Post. Our membership .in the Florists TeleOF THE INDIVIDUAL
Good' Raton where Mr Ames has an
Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
H. B. Albertson is keeping
graph
Í
MAN.
excellent position with the Santa house for M. H. Smith while
you
anywhere in the United States on a few hours
for
THIS WORK CANNOT
Fe Railroad. They will live in Mrs. Smith is gone to Kansas.
notice.
"
UNLESS
ON
YOU
GO
the Pass City until spring whex
Miss Jeanette Ltisk. one of our
SUPPORT IT WITH
they will again probably move
YOUR MEMBERSHIP
back to Roy and raise fine wheat school teacher is suffering with
a sprained ankle.
DOLLAR
"THE NAYLORS"
and pinto beans.
PAY UP TODAY
P. O. Drawer 349 ...
Raton, N. M.
Euplio Baca arrived Tuesday
Euplio
bride.
night
his
with
FOR RENT
ThreP room house, outbuild got tired of single blessedness.
ings, with good water and past
Don't forget that on Saturday
M. H. Smitli made a trip to the
Harding county should cast 2,- ure. Close in. Inquire o- fEssay Wins Trip
W. S .Ranch Tuesday for a truck
600 to 3,000 votes on November the 28th will be the big drawing
Mrs. E. P. Brown.
load of fruit.
7th; this can be easily done if of the Floersheim Mercantile Co,,
to Washington
everyone will get out and vote
correspondent is
Mosquero
That
.tí
If you want something real Eighing again
on that date in the county. You and likewise the big Democratic
a quarrel with
sweet and apetizing, try some of us . Psaw ! hefor
quarshould consider it a duty and a rally at Roy. Make preparatis afraid to
Whitman's Chocalates, for sale rel. He picked a quarrel with
pleasure
to vote. Will you do it? ions to attend both.
READ THE S. A.
by Floersheim Merc Co
!,.- - '
us some time ago and then dis
' '
graced us by running off to Okla
ended June 30,1922, will show 24.528
oma before the affray was half
ENTERTAINMENT
I
t
Red Cross
Y
schools enrolled, with a total of
5
ended without telling us that
GIVEN BY
pupils wearing tlte "I Serve" butdo
Now
not
going.
we
he was
PUPILS OF ST. GEORGE'S SCHOOL
ton
Work
for
of the American Junior Red Cross
want him even to whisper "quar
AT THE
the badge of unselfish service earned by each Individual member through
rel" to us again.
SCHOOL HALL
Influencing Peace personal
sacrifice.
Friday Evening, October,
We appreciate the fact that he
In International school correspondEIGH T O'CLOCK
kept his contentious disposition
The advancing standard of the Jun- ence 736
classes and schools engaged
cents
Reserved
5
Admission 50 cents.
ior American Red Cross made two out- In friendly
under control while we wTsre in
communication with 623
Program
standing gains during the last year
disposed and unable to write but
schools in European countries, 90
School.
By
the
Mexico"
New
one In the field of domestic activity, schools in United States
Chorus "O Fair
i
he will no doubt see by these few
territories,
Frances Deighan remarks that we have entirely
which Is rapidly linking up the Bchoolg 13 in South Africa and 10 In a miscelSong "If We Were You And You Were Us."
Boys.
By
Our
with the Junior program, tlie other a laneous list of foreign countries. The
Dialogue "The Thief of Time"
recovered so far as writing is con
Ada Hurley. cerned.
gain of a dozen countries In Europe work in foreign fields in establishing
"The One Legged Goose"
Recitation
pledged to organize Juniors on the playgrounds, school libraries, sewing
Our Darlings.
Song 'The Goblin" Man"
"
and manual training classes, homes
If
lines of the American organization.
We plainly told him that writ
Elizabeth Copehaven and Frances
Dance "Sailor's Hornpipe
For this accomplishment the American for war orphans, school reconstruct
hobby
rhymes
was
ing
over
our
Hild.
Juniors earned the hearty endorse- tlon In devastated areas, encouraging
íw pl- - r
Frolic" Gertrude Swoyer and Frances Bourke. and that we did not want him
ment of the League of Bed Cross So- community gardens and many other
Duet "Autumn
attempt
such a thing but
"
By Juniors. to
cieties for its "creation of an Inter- activities was financed through the
Hoop Drill
doing so. However
he
is
forever
Ncwcpmb, 14 years old,
Stanley
spirit of human solidarity National Children's Fund raised by
national
By
Minims.
Party"
"Indignation
Playet
San Diego, Calif., is the boy
among young people with a view to the Juniors at a, cost of J338.237.40..
Arthur Martinez. we are not ready to admit that of
"The Champion Snorer"
Recitation
essay
on "How
scout Who wrote an
preparation, of a new civilization for During the year $56,022.79 wás conPaul and Leota Sheier. he is a poet. Anyone could I Can Make Highways Mors Safe,"
Duet "Song"
peace."
tributed toward the fund, in which on
subject
girl
for
choose
a
a
and
winning over 400,000 competitors.
The forthcoming annual report of July 1 there was a balance of
Song "Way Down Upon The Swanee River" By Our Little Men. write quite a long poem without
wajch
trip
and
a
to
gold
gets
He
By
Ages".
Girls.
Senior
"Rock Of
the American Red Cross for the year
Pantomine
from the National
Washingtrf
Irene Erashears. Solano and the piano. No he Automobile
Chamber of. Commerce.
Recitation
Everybody. "haint some poet."
America
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Roy, H arding County, New Mexico.

n,

iuid' speaking at different
pylnto diring' the night. They
A cold wind blew up Monday tuid an interesting meeting at
that caused our citizens to scurry M taquero Monday night, oue at
around in search of winter un- Solano Tuesday night, one at
derwear, dig up old over coats Roy, Vv'ednesday night, met at
Mil s Thursday night' and at
and put up heating 6toves.
"When the frost, is on the Sabino Friday night. From Sab
pumpkin, and the corn is in the iiio they will, go to Alamosa in
shock" time of year has arrived the southern end of the county,
and our neighbors are bringing '.vill put in Sunday resting up at
home our garden hose and. ask- Salado and on Monday will hold
ing to borrow snow s,hovels.
a big meeting at Rosebud coming
Politics are warming up at the back to Lower Mosquero where
county seat. Monday the vari-- ' they will hold their last meetous Republican candidates and ing and the candidates will then
campaign workers were in town, spend the rest of their time beholding a meeting at the court fore election fixing up their inhouse at night while the Demo- dividual political fences in difcratic workers staged their in- ferent parts of the county.
itial performance at Solano on
Miss Lucy Lewis, a sister of
the same night. Both parties Mrs. Roy McGlothlin, who has
are working strenuously and the been visiting her sister for some
hardest fought campaign in the' tiir.e returned to the Texas home
history of the county is .be wag- Wednesday.
'
'
... V
ed.
The new School building is beMr. Hale has moved his. store ing completed and will be ready
into the stoic building in the for occupancy in the near future,
tower part of the Hotel Mesr. while the building is
auite large
building and announces th&t
it will be practically filled from
commence the erection of a this day of its completion and
it
new residence building next is only a matter
a year or so
of
week. A number of buildings until it will be out grown and a
are now under course of construe new housing facilities will have
tion and slowly but surely" the to be provided.
little town is taking on the appearance 'of a county seat ana a
LIBERTY
metropolis.
Messrs E. J. H. Roy ana Lean
Bora to' Mr. and Mrs. B.
dro A'rchuletta, from Roy were
business visitors in Mosquero R. Stewart on October 16, a
Monday, staying for the Repub- girl. All parties concerned are
lican meeting at night. They re doing nicely and Mr. and Mrs.
port that tie Democrats held a Stewart are receiving congratumeeting at Roy Saturday night lations on the new girl, as they
at which time a number of state have a bright family of childspeakers who were expected ren, and this is the second girl
failed to arrive and the opportu- in their home, the older girl benity taken advantage of by the ing twelve years senior.
Messrs Hugh Mitchell and Geo
who spoke to
local candidates
made a business trip to
Lucas
candidacy.
On
crowd
the
their
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Fuller, Mr. Dawson last Friday, returning
and Mrs. I. A. Dyke and John Sunday with a truck load of apHite and family will leave for ples and cabbage.
California next week where they
A number of persons have
expect to spend the wint;r. been suffering from deep colds,
They will travel overland in cars but none are seriously ill.
and while passing the winter in
Miss Nola Canon, who has
the summer land of southern been, attending High School in
California will look after the pro- )awson returned home last week.
perty recently purchased by Mr.
Mr..G .W." Vaughn has been
,
Fuller, near Ontario.
delivering , bis enormous bean
Big preparations are being crop to Roy. Mr:; Vaughn had
made for the big celebration at the finest 160 acres of beans this
Mosquero onS Friday, November year that has been raised in this
3rd, when Mosquero will doll up community for several .yéas, as
for the pecassion, play host to most of thé farmers are devotthe entire county, entertain he ing their time to wheat, farming,
visitors with a free barbecue &n$ but Mrv Vaughn had just moved
a day of western sports and at in and deci'ded.to try a bean crop,
nieht will listen to addresses by and has had a wonderful harvest.
the J Messrs W. . Frazier and J.
some of the best speakers-iII
state,: including Senator Bursom, 1 W, Woodward went to
the Col- Davis,
for
B.
S.
candidate
lion.
Saturday
county
on
fax
orchards
Senator; Mrs. Adelina Otero-Wreturning Tuesday with two larren, candidate for congress, and ge wagon
bads of apples ;
various Other state candidates
i
Mr and Mrs L. A. Canon maand speakers from out of the
de
Be
a business trip to Dawson the
night.
state. A big dance at
first of the;week, and while thesure and come.
The Republican county candi- re were the guests of their daudates are making a strong house ghters Mrs- Jay Gordon and Mrs
to house campaign during the Leonard Shelton.
COUNTY SEAT
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Kellogg's Jelly 42lb tans
Pond's Brand Peanut Butter 21b net
Absolutely-Guarantee-

i , .

80
v.Y; , :50f

-

d

-

.'

SO? a gal'oa
Cider Vinegar, Bring your jug
.
fresh,.
, Sfor 25
Absolutely
Sarli Club Macaroni
50
Sarli Club Olive Oil in tins Vi pint
Our Celebrated J S B Coffee
45fler lb
Zof per lb
Our Very Best Coffee, Anza Brand
50
Pecan and Walnut Meat in Glass
22
lb
cans
Chow
1
Chow
Calif Brand
2
:
Pickles
Sw
.
.23
eet
...
Mixed
ViTb
Cahf Brand
Swifts Pride Wa&iiing Powder, Large slge 20cl'kr,

,

........

-

-

.

hc-wi-

Fresh Vegetables and fruits daily.

,

u
!...

t

t:'-.

it-

LUJANS& BRANCH s
4,.,jT-f.B- ;

E. F. HENRY
CONTRACTOR.
Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
TOY, NEW MEXICO

Just received a car
choice winter Apples,

per hundred.

RoyR. Day

At a meeting held at Roy,
Harding county, New' Mexico on
READ THE S. A.
the 16th day of October, 1922,
, .x,
.there was organized an indepen
iiuiN
fuiiva dent party. George. Lewis was
dí
Gerald
rr- a
tLenon auxii-i - elected chairman and
nú: .miieucun
a
iary will give a masked Hallowe' utes later or at 12:15 o'clock,
en Ball at the Lucero Hall on the chairman called the conven- Tuesday evening, October 31.' tion together. The candidates
A big time is promised for all being nominated by the delegates
Gibson for sheriff
who come out, for the, American
? Jhn
Legion and the Auxiliary always
Attest:
give á good time and have the
Gerald Dodds, Sec.
best music obtainable. Don't
George Lewis, Chairman .
forget the date, October 31st,
'
':
Adv.
and don't forget to mask. They
are going to look for you, so The best what am ! Wh itman's
don't disappoint them.
Chocalates at Floersheims store.

.m
'

-

(Incorporated and Bonded.)...
v
FURNISHED'
ON
ALL
PROMPTLY
ABSTRACTS
'
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.
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,; Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances, ,t t
v.'(
Mosquero,
New Mexico. '
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WE HANDLE
All kinds of fresh
meats at all times.
Give us a trial.

Roy Meat Market

-

Mosquero Abstract anil Title Companyl

load of NOTICE TO VOTERS OF
HARDING COUNTY
$3.50

at

MAK1V WUUU,

tt-o-

'

At Floersheim Store,

Roy, New Mexico,

.

.

.
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r

i
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S. Christman
Driller and Contractor
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Deep Holes a Specialty '
Custom Plowing, Large Tracts
ROY.

lUr

Greatest Mother Summons

NEW MEXICO- -

Children

Ladies fair máy seemquite disturbed
by shivery shrieks of gamdolling goblins
on Halowe'en, still never

ñ

een known to spoil

theif taste for

Creamy centered candiesimade

tí:

Fair-vie-

w.

Pharmacy headquarters for sweets
in Roy are packed in these fancy boxes.
Sweets for tse kiddies in hard candies,
pure, wholesome and healthful.

ím$mBémmmmi

miiMmé ,m

m-umumm-

The United States Government has made the word

adequate to all conditions.

such-noise-

sweets found in candy.

ROY'S STRONG
MEMBER BANK IN
THE FEDERAL
RESERVE
"national" in a bank title stand for safety

yet have

Fairview Pharmacy-

'4 7

-

The Roy Drug Store
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Trough rigid capital requirements, exacting loan
'
regulatins and most carefully devised measures for'
safeguarding deposits, tile Government has made
The First National Bank its representatives institu-
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Everybody is entitled to the use of the best in mod

cm banking facilities the facilities offered by the
Bank and wiich fully meet the requirement of the
present situation. New accounts are welcome.
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THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK

We have the only complete tract index to the Harding
'
County Records.
in charge of our
experienced
have
.abstracter
an
We
business.
.
to the abstract
We give our entire time and attention
'
business.
Our ábstraets are approved by all loan companies oper- ing in Harding County.
We can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable
charge.
l;lU:-..áL2Íl'!í-

ideal !s emAn allegorical concept of the Red Cross as a peace-tim- e
ployed1 by the American Red Cross in a new and striking poster for its
Annual Red Cross Roll Call Spread out before the heroic size figure is the
outline of the United States with a Red Cross superimposed upon it while
its borders are sketched scenes depicting the chief activities of the
Red Cross today service to disabled veterans of the World War, disaster
relief and promotion of the public health. The poster is the work of
Lawrence Wilbur, a New York artist and will be displayed throughout the
oun'-ry
during the enrollment of the Red Cross membership for 1923. ,
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Molly goes with him.

deaf-mut-
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Continued.
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however,
he
Sometimes,
absence.
would betake himself back to the portage, and he was free of the camp.
where he ran errands and messages for
the engineers, and was the butt of mild
practical Jokes.
Wilton came to the conclusión, how
ever, that the Muskegon's mind was as
acute as any man's, and that his apparent simplicity was nothing but the outward aspect of his Infirmity.
When Jules had cooked Wilton's sup
per that evening he came Into the offlce
in a state of excitement. The man had
loved the work. He was often to be
seen on the trestle, clinging for dear
life to a plank as the trucks rumbled
past within an Inch of his head. When
he saw the wreck of the embankment
that morning, the foreman snid that he
had burst Into tears. Now he was evidently trying to describe something to
Wilton In pantomime; but Wilton could
not follow his meaning.
Suddenly he seized a pencil from the
desk and, stooping, began to draw a
picture of the trestle upon the. wall
with remarkable skill.
Wilton's interest was at once
aroused. "Yes," he said, nodding to

are delayed by a storm. Attacked
by his dogs, Carruthers" life Is
saved by Molly, who Is forced to
kill the anlmaU. "The snow, the
snow!" They set out on foot for
Clayton, reaching It with Carruthers In an almost dying condition. He is In time to foil Bostock's
enemies and keep control of the
line for Mrs, Bostock.
He finds
enemies at work at Btg Muskeg.
Bowyer persecutes Molly with attentions. Lee Chambers asks Carruthers for work, saying he has
broken with Bowyer. Carruthers
takes him on. Kitty Bostock, deeply In love with Carruthers, comes
to live at the Big Muskeg. Kitty
avows her love to Carruthers, who
tells her of Molly and gently repulses her. Tom Bowyer seeks
Molly's love, and Is repulsed. He
lnveieles the chagrined Kitty Into
an alliance for the purpose of separating Carruthers and Molly.

.

ROUSSEAU

He- spent the morning in bis office,
writing a report for the directors. The
news would reach Clayton as soon as
It could be telephoned, but at least be
would have another chance.
It was
too late now to think' of changing the
route without throwing the company
Into liquidation. And Kitty held con;'
trol. The thought of that strengthened his
resolve. He could not bring himself
to go to Molly with the despondency
upon him, but busied himself that afternoon examining the wreck.
For about a month he had bad a
strange protege. One evening Jules
appeared at
Halfhead, the
the door of hrs shack, and quickly assumed the care of It. He was nearly
always to be found there In Wilton's

6TNOPSIS.-Lookl-ng
over Big
Muskeg, a seemingly Impassable
swamp in the path of the Missa-tlrailroad, Jo Bostock, builder
of the Une, and Wilton Carruthers,
chief of engineers, are considering
A rifle shot Inthe difficulties.
stantly kills Bostock and breaks
Carruthers' arm. Carruthers tries
to carry the body to a post of the
Hudson's Bay company, where Mo- -.
Donald Is the factor. McDonald's
daughter, Molly, sees Carruthers
struggling In the muskeg and drags
him from the swamp, with his burUnaccountably, her father
den.
objects to her saving Carruthers.
Weakened by his wound and exertions, Carruthers is disturbed by
the appearance of Tom Bowyer,
Bostock's business rival and personal' enemy. Bowyer .Insults Molly, and Carruthers strikes him.
Carruthers declares his love for
Molly. She promises to be his wife.
Carruthers has to reach the town
of Clayton to attend a meeting at
which Bostock's enemies plan to
wrest control of the Missatibl from

CHAPTER

Kitty rose. "I don't know now that
I've done right." she said. "I hope you
won't come to have any feeling against
me, dear. Only you didn't seem to un- derstand well, things. And what 'I'm
saying hasn't anything to do with Mr.
Bowyer, If you feel that you don't care
for him."
"Care for that beast !" said Molly.

Day by day the trestllng grew, and
the embankment appeared about It un
til the first part was hidden under the
' permanent way.
Thousands of feet of
logs had gone Into the building. Each
day the engine pushed the laden bal;
last trucks farther out upon the creak
ing, swaying structure. Then the pres
sure of the lever, tons of debris discharged through the frame of the
woodwork, and the engine went snorting back toward the ballast pit, drag- glng the empty trucks behind It
Kitty hnd gone back to Clayton. She
bad said that she would return, but
Wilton doubted It. He still cherished
the hope of friendship, when time had.
obliterated their Joint memory of that
afternoon. He could not bear to lose
her. She seemed a part of Joe, and he
found It hard to shake his mind free
of his preconceptions. For the present,
however, he recognized that her remaining there would prove an embar
rassment v
He sent her back to Clayton with An
dersen, who had proved entirely trustworthy Hace the first night, and was
going In on business for him.
And be had very little time to think
of Kitty In the critical period that fol
lowed. Wflton slept only a few hours
nightly. For five- - days be could not
even gt to the portage. On the sixth
success appeared at hand. The sink
holes had been filled In and there was
Dot the slightest subsidence of the
grade. Andersen returned that night
and Wilton went to bed in confidence.
Chambers was as confident as he.
On the following morning, as he left
his shack, the workmen came running
toward him, jabbering and gesticulating. The, foreman, hurrying up behind
them,, shouted and pointed in excitement in the direction of the muskeg.
When Wilton reached the shore he
found that his worst fears bad teen
.

'

exceeded.

Jules.

"What about it?"

was his haUt to talk, although the
deaf-mut- e
could not hear his voice.
Jules had an instinctive faculty of un
derstanding. He looked at Wilton and
.
nodded back.
He next drew four uprights the
long,' heavy trunks of considerable
girth that were driven Into the ground
to support the trestllng. Then he made
a smudgy line across each. Then he
drew a hatchet. He looked up at Wilton in pathetic eagerness, and nodded

It

again.

s

sink-hole-

tree-trunk-

.

com-pre-

,
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CHAPTER IX
The Face at the Window.
It was five days since Wilton had
been to the portage. He had not meant
to see Molly in til's despondency, but
now the discovery
of Chambers'
treachery came with an invigorating
shock and aroused his fighting instinct
against Bowyer.
He took the road across the Muskeg.
Wilton saw the girl upstairs, at the
factor's side, A book was on her knees
and a lighted lamp behind her. She
was not talking to hlra, however, but
staring out of the window, and yet she'
did not see Wilton as he came to the
door.
At his knock she came downstairs
more slowly than usual. When she
opened the door to' him he saw that
she was trembling. Her cheek was icy
cold beneath his kiss.
"Come in, Will I have something to
say to you," she said.
He put his arm about her, and they
went into the store together. He could
feel that she was trembling all the
while.
"What is it, Molly?" he asked, look
ing Into her face and seeing tears Jn
her eyes. "What is it, dear?"
"I'm afraid that we've both made a
mistake, Will," she answered.
Wilton laughed. Once 6r twice Molly
had questioned his love for her, but he

s,

Always

before were broken. Not. until he had
reached the portage. Then he stopped
and looked back. The door of the store
was closed. Tbe light still burned in
the factor's room and he saw Molly
cross toward him and fling herself on
her knees beside him.
He clenched his fists but somehow
the violence that relieved his feelings
usually seemed to have no place here.
He couldn't understand.
He went
home slowly across the portage,
The factor looked up when Molly entered, and was astonished to see the
tears upon her face. When she kneeled
down he put his hand clumsily upon
her hair.
"What has happened, lassT he
asked.
"Was it Wilt Carruthers ye
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quarreled with?"
"He will never come here again,"
said Molly.
A dull fire burned In the factor's
eyes. He seemed to be struggling be
tween two impulses : One was to com.

For Over
rarSmileS'lnííL

Thirty Years

fort his daughter ; the other, his grati
fication.
"Ah weel, lass, ye'U find another," he
'
said.
But he abased his head before her
indignant glance. At that moment the
girl felt that her father and she were
farther apart than they had ever been.
When Wilton reached, his shack he
took off his coat and flung himself
down on his bed.. He would not specu
late on Molly's motives. He would not
thins of her at ail. He would neither
condemn her nor pity himself.
He forced his mind back to his task.
Tbe trestle he would lay down a
corduroy he would drive the men all
the summer, If need be,' for Joe's, sake.
Poor Joe! The presence of the dead
man seemed to fill the camp just as
of old. Joe was the guiding spirit of
this work. He had loved Joe more
truly than It seemed possible to love
any woman.
He completed the few routine duties
of the office and went to bed. He had
dozed oft to sleep when something
made him start up In bed and listen In
tently. He thought he had heard a
slight sound In the office.
It was so slight that even his trained
ears sent the message to his brain
doubtfully. But it came again. Some
one had very softly clicked back the
catch of one of the windows. ..
He had the sense of a listener be
neath It, and, all alert, Wilton crept
noiselessly to his feet and stood listening in tbe darkness. Now there was no
doubt The window was being pushed
very softly open. It was the window
between the safe and his bedroom
door. In the moonlight Wilton could
see that It was opening by Inches.
- His own door was slightly ajar, and,
inch by Inch, he pushed It open, too.
He saw a 'pair of hands, white, not
placed against the
A face
bottom of the window-framappeared and was thrust cautiously Inside the room in reconnolssance. Wilton recognized Lee Chambers.
Satisfied, apparently, that Wilton
was asleep in the next room, Chambers
began to climb over the sill. Wilton
waited till he was balanced there, and
then, leaping forward, he drove his fist
with all his force Into his face. He
felt the bone of the nose smash under
bis hand.
With a muffled cry Lee Chambers
flung up his hands, slipped backward
and fell. As Wilton ran to the window
leaped up and raced
the
toward the trees. The thought of his
treachery came into Wilton's mind and
turned his sardonic humor Into red
rage. He reached into his desk drawer
and pulled out the loaded revolver
which he kept there. But by the time
he. was at the window again Chambers
was gone.
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Warned by Experience.
Pa Had His Revenge.
Johnson," Stam"Get your pa to come on out and
play ball with us, Billy," urged one mered young Sankey Spink. "I want
to
your daughter, Zonza-linof the neighborhood gang.
I'm not good enough for her,
"No chance!" ejaculated Billy with
"The last game he played but"
emphasis.
"You're dead safe In telling that
with us I struck him out three times
and when we got home he said I'd to me," Interrupted Gap Johnson of
been wasting too much time on foolish Rumpus Bldge, Ark., "but don't let
amusements and I'd have to study her maw hear you say It.' When I
more." Success.
was courting the girl that Is my present wife I told her mother that I
wasn't good enough for her daughter,
So Different From Hers.
Edith "Jack wants me to set the and b'dogged if she didn't believe me,
It ever
and has been
date for our wedding." Miss Flyrte
since." Kansas City Star.
"Goodness! Do your fiances take their
engagements as seriously as that?"
Tuning In.
Boston Evening Transcript.
'Boob "How do you get along tunWhen you wet temptation, turn to ing in?" Simp "It's rather easier
than cranking a car."
the right.
mum-marr-
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sen reappeared with the tool. The fore
man wrenched out the staples and Wil
ton burst open the door. As be had
expected, the shack was completely
empty of all Chambers' belongings.
The two men looked at each other,
Slow understanding came into Ander
sen's face.
"He was a bad yun," said the Swede,
"I guessed you knew your business,
Mr. Carruthers, when you took on Tom
Bowyer's right-han- d
man. It wasn't
for me to say nothing."
"Keep your mouth shut still, Ander
sen," said Wilton, slapping him on the
"We'll Just start working
shoulder.
again. And keep your eyes open. Some
time we'll get him, and I'll telephone
Inspector Qualn to pick him up If ever
he sees him in Clayton."

.

"You mean, that some one tampered
'
with the trestllng?" shouted Wilton.
Jules, who had watched his lips,
nodded eagerly. But, as he always nod
ded when he was spoken to, little
meaning could he attached to that.
Wilton wondered if that was what
he did mean. If the uprights had been
tampered with before they were set In
or otherwise,
to the ground, by s
the weight of the ballast would un
doubtedly have broken them.' The
break would not have been immediately apparent, but the trestllng would in
such case be practically imposed upon
the surface of the swamp, without support The ballast would have spread
over the ttuskeg, causing the entire
structure to subside.
"Who did it?" asked Wilton, speak
ing slowly and carefully..
Jules, who was still watching him,
suddenly turned and, with lightning
movements, drew a caricature of Lee
Chambers on the woodwork of the
walL
Wilton looked at it and drew In his
breath. Then he nodded. Jules nodded In return, smiled, and left the
room. Wilton reflected deeply.
If Chambers was a spy of Bowyer's.
why bad he shown him the bedrock at
all? On the other hand, assuming that
Wilton must eventually discover it
himself, Bowyer might have sept
Chambers to make a virtue of a necessity and to secure a position at the
camp, where he could be of service to
' .'
him.
In any case, Wilton could afford to
take no further chances with him. It
would serve no purpose to accuse him
of having tampered with the trestllng.
He would give him a post somewhere
where he could do no harm, and thus
get rid of him.
Fighting down the burning rage in
his heart, he went down the road toward the shack which the engineer oc
cupied.
This was a reconstructed
shed. There was only one room In it,
but Chambers had asked to have this
rather than share the quarters of the
other engineers.
The men were back in the
but the door of the shed was
Thinking that Chambers
padlocked.
might be in the camp, be made his
way toward the other quarters. But
presently he heard some one calling
him and, turning, saw Andersen run
ning after him.
"Were you looking for Mr. Cham
bers, sir?" asked the foreman.
"Yes. Where is he?"
"Why, be went back to Clayton this
noon, Mr. Carruthers I He said be was
going in for you,"
Wilton's suspicions suddenly flamed
up. "The key I" he shouted, pulling
at the padlock.
"I guess he took it with him," said
Andersen.
"Have the staples pulled out at

of the trestle-wor-k
had
disappeared, including a great stretch
of the foundation, over which the locomotives and ballast trucks had passed
the day before. The subsidence was
seventy or eighty yards' In length. The
top alone remained above the treacherous swamp, and the rails hung festooned In midair.
The whole embankment would have
to be reconstructed. As toe mere
process of dumping might
serve merely to add to the weight superimposed upon the treacherous bottom, Wilton determined to lay down a
s
corduroy over the
a matThe depositing of
tress of
the ballast on this would serve to
the muskeg and loose rock, making a $rm foundation, and the trunks,
as tbey became water-loggewould
harden, increasing the strength of the
whole structure as time went by.
But for a few hours he almost aban
doned hope. At the best, It meant
tog ti tie construction of the line, foe
,the permanent way was now only a
few miles behind, and he dared not
start operations on the east shore until
lie knew whether the muskeg could be oncel"
Wilton waited, fuming, until Ander-upturned.
Two-third-

Mothers Know Bat
Genuine Castoria
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"GOOD NIGHT, MOLLY l"

hlra.

For Infants and Children.

Molly," He Said.

"Good-Nigh- t,

had never bad any difficulty in convincing her, in the usual lover's way.
"Molly, dear, I know I have neglected you," he said penitently. "But you
know that until the work's finished I
can't ask you something. And I've
been rushing It through, feeling that
then I should have the right to."
"It's not the work, Will," she said',
slowly. "I want you to release me."
The laughter died on his Hps. He
put his hands upon her shoulders and
turned her toward him. She raised her

Three months later an engine pushed
two ballast trucks from the west to
the east abose, of Big Muskeg. The
swamp was spanned. The corduroy
and
bad been laid upon the
bad borne the ballasting. The trestllng
ran from bank to bank and carried the
metals firmly, but the foundation was
Hps
were quivering, and the only as yet .laid half-waface ; her
and the final
tears had fallen, leaving her eyes bard proof had yet to be made.
and bright.
However, Wilton had no doubts of
- "You mean
that Molly?" asked Wil- the result He had tried out the dangerton gravely.
-spots.
Tbe trestle would contain
"Every word, Will."
the ballast. His work had been accom'
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"Why?"
"I have ceased to care for you."
She was keeping control of herself
with a strong effort, and she shook
more violently. She had nerved herself to offer an explanation, but now,
face to face with him, she could not
tell him that she had been moved by
It was
pity for him, and
impossible for her to lio to Wilton.
"Molly" she saw that his face was
set hard as on that night of the riot
"I don't play with love. I love you and
trust you. If you mean that tell me
again, and that will be enough for
me."
"I meant it I Oh, can't you under
stand that I have changed?" she .cried
desperately.
"I can never care for
.
you, Wilton!", '
He released her ana turnea away.
Mlly," he said. s ;
let he went slowly out of the door,
and, because tbe shock had come with
stunning force, he was amazed that
she did not call him back. He could
not make himself understood that all
his dreams and hopes of five minutes
,

Good-nigh-

t,

plished.

After the subsidence he had paid a
flying visit to Clayton.
He had not
seen Kitty, and Kitty had not returned
to the camp, but he had had a stormy
meeting with the directors and, as he
had foreseen, bad been given his
chance to try once more. There was,
Indeed, nothing else to be done. Bowyer bad made the most of the disaster;
but it was to Bowyer's interest that
Wilton should try again and fail That
would put the Missatibl promptly Into
liquidation.

"It

looks to me," he
"as If them two anakea'll
ruml-nate-

d,

get the line!"
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the tillable area has been worked. Yields of 0 bushels of wheat
per acre are not uncommon. Oats have given as high as 100
bushels oer acre, while 40 to 50 bushels ner acre are ordinary úmf
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Stock Raising, Dairying and
Mixed Farming

secure for the Industrious settler ample returns for his energy.
rearing ine cost oi ones larm wun a single year s crop nai an
appeal, and has been done by hundreds of Western Canada
tanners, iaxesonlvutmn landtnoton unorovements). Perfect
climate, attractive social conditions, good neighbors, churches.
schools, telephones, excellent markets and shipping facilities
make life happy aa well as prosperous.
Por illustrated literature, maps, description of farm opporhinU
ties in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British folmfris.
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LARGE CROWD ATTENDS
DEMOCRATIC SPEAKING

Regular Hallowe'en Scare
-

Saturday, October 21, 1922.

Roy, Harding County, New Mexico,
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Legion Women's

Miss Mary Woods spent thej
'New Head-dres- s
Quite a lare nuuber of voters week end with Miss Helen Tobler
turned out Saturday evening to of the 59th district.
hear the State Chairman, GeorC. W. Woods was a business
notable
ge
and
Hunker
other
visitor in Mosquero Thursday.
I speakers,' but for some reason
Mrs. Troup, of near Solano,
Judge Bratton and Senator Zinn was at the C. C. Moore's Thurs
failed to arrive and Mr. Hunker day building a flue.
did not reach Roy until about
Rollie DFrees spent Tuesday
8:30 caused by some car trouble light with James Dietz.
. "
enroute. During the earlier part
Loyd Morford left for" the
I
of the evening a number of the orchard Tuesday. Mrs. Mor
County
made
ocal
candidates
ford is visiting in the valley
addresses and told those present while Loyd is away.
what they expected to do if the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Garms
people elected' them to the office
and daughter, Daisey, Mrs. C.
for which they had been nominat II. Moore and baby visited at the
ed. These talks were much ap Moore home Sunday.,
preciated by those present and
Mrs. Earle Ross was a caller,
no doubt the majority of the dem X the Herny Garms home Mon
ocratic candidates will poll a day morning.
strong vote in the Roy precincts.
MS
Mrs Chandler Moore is spendThe address of Chairman Hun ing a week or two with her parThclma Sines, of Logansport,
ker was along the line of work ents, Mr. and Mrs. Garms.
La., wearing the new head dress of
Legion
American
being done thruout the state by
the women's
Mr. Aimes is "preparing to
adopted at the New
Auxiliary
as
the State Central Committee. move to the Fuller farnC where
Orleans convention:
He also took the occassion to he will mabe his home this winname some of the weaknesses of ter.
.
certain state nominees, as well
Oscar .Murphy was in Mos- NEW PASTOR APPOINT
as the view point of some strong quero Monday orníng.
ED FOR M. E. CHURCH
Republicans regarding certain
C. C. Moore was m Mosquero
democratic
on
the
candidates
Tuesday!
Rev. J. A". Foster of Logan is
ticket and the work being done
Since our last writing, wich Hie new pastor appointed for
by Republican papers for both was some time ago, Mr. and Mrs.
Church of this place.
Senator Jones and Mr. Hinkle A. G. Hazen have; become the
comes highly reccom
Mr.
Foster
the nominee for governor.
parents of a fine seven pound mended as a clergyman , he will
Mr. Hunker told his hearers doy. This event happened on
move to this place within a few
that the chance for the election September 21.
weeks and will become a perma-naof the entire state Democratic
Lloyd Morford was cutting
resident of the town. The
bright
very
was
fall
Ticket this
and shocking corn for C. C. people of Roy extend a hearty
T. 0. Scott and Jimmie craig indeed and while the Republican Moore last week.
welcome to Mr. Foster.
who are worKing in naion peu. prediction was that they would
The fall winds have set in but
was
by
3000,
carry
state
this
the
a few days with Koy relatives
we do not see anythiny of the
A. A. Wynne, L. W. Wilson,
a very small margin considering "Spring rains" or any other
and friends last week,
T: Sullivan and A.; W JJraKe
L.
he fact that they generally claim kind either.
were
ud from the County beat
south
will
they
election
before
of
the
Plumlee
that
Mr Connor
MrB. C. C. Moore has been on
evening to hear Chair
Saturday
east Mo. came in the latter part carry the state by some 7 to 10, the sick list.
tell the party oi
Hunker
man
000.
However
of
the fact
the
of last week and visited at hu
Miss Virginia Woods called on the work being done.
family,
matter
is,
Hunker
said
Chairman
and
Plumlee
Dr.
brother,
diss Mammie Smith Sunday.
f nr a few davs. returning the no one knows how the state will Niels Lindgren and Donald
is progressing nicely on
first of the week, with his wife go this fall, and for illustration, Moore' visited E. B. Morford Work
school house; the first
new
the
and Miss Bullard, who have the Republican chairman claimes Sunday afternoon.
been laid and the
have
floors
been at the Plumlee hospital for Union County, while Mr. Hun
Adam Troup was a caller at brick walls are climbing up rap
as
Plumlee
believed
he
said
Mrs.
that
the
ker
several months,
the Moore home Sunday after- idly. Mr. Brown arrived last
a patient and Miss Bulard as a democrats woul carry this coun- noon.
1
ty by several hundred. In Mora Mrs. Randel was1 a Mosquero Monday with another carpenter
nurse.
and things are moving more rapand Guadaloupe counties, both visitor Friday.
idly than the Board even
reclaimed by the republicans, the
Wm. Buttram of Mills who
Ira Woods was a Mosquero
Schoenwould
both
cently Durchased the
chairman stated that
visitor Friday.
nerstedt store is a new reader show democratic majorities. So
Mark Woods and family are
with this variance of opinion by preparing to leave for Roy,
oi the b. a. tnis ween.
The faithful old engine at the
leaders, nothing but the election where they will live this winter. S. A. balked last Monday and
red in
C. I. Knouff is doing the in- of November 7th will give the
C. V. Weods is preparing to broke the connecting
terior decoration work at the public the real facts on the mat leave for Hot Springs, New Mex- - three pieces, but Raymond Pennew S. A. office building and he ter.
ico, where ne win stay a wnne dleton, of the Service Garage had
Mr. Hunkle said the help being
is doing a fine job too, if you
hia uOQuu
a new one ready the lollowing
doubt it just stop as you go by received by the State. Central j Mrs Morford and sons, Lloyd day and she is working better
'
Committee was more than satis- - and E B called at the Moore than ever now.
and be. your own judge.
factory, and indicated a united home gund
af temoon.
,
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP democracy all over the state.
urch
AsPn
CIRCUaÍtend.ed
MANAGEMENT,
He also stated that he believed
Mosquero .
at
morning,
REQUIRboth parties an conducting the
LATION, ETC.,
Mmaand Harold Woods, Clovis
cleanest campaign that had been
ED BY THE ACT OF
Comb : Extracted Honey
nut on in the state for vears.Moore and Norma Aspgren were Fancy
CONGRESS OF AUGFor sale by the casp
UST 24, 1912.
Neither party is devoting its guests of the Misses Wood's
nrid
in B gal. cans
Sunday.
campaign to mudslinging and
Ira Woods was out Saturday detailed by all
abuse, altho a few personal re--!
The Spanish American
Of Roy New Mexico, publish- marks naturally creep in to any buying chickens. He is
Leading Grocers
The meeting was a ing to move to his claim north
ed weekly at Roy, N. ML, for Oct.
Italian Bees and Queens
success and no doubt much good of here soon.
1st 1922.
vas done for the party during
A large birthday dinner was
State of New Mexico
SS. the evening.
given at the Ralph Hazen home
Springer, New Mex.
..
County of Harding
Sunday in the honor of Ralph P.O. Box
Before me, a Notary Public in Martin V. McConathy, who has and Arthur's birthday. A num-bee- n
and for the State and county
a resident of Roy for the br oí relatives and friends were
aforesaid, personally appeared nflst two vears and who is known present and all enjoyed a fine
Frank L. Schultz, who, having r.n nlrr.r.st PVPrvnne in the virin- - time. Ten grand children of
been duly sworn according to ity as "Mack", left Monday for Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Hazen were
law, deposes and says that he is his home in Lometa, Texas, present, so a lively time was as
the Publisher of the
where he will reside in the fu- sured for the old folks.
and that the following ture.
.
Grandpa Ward suent Saturis, to the best of his knowledge,
day night and Sunday with the
and belief, a true statement of
ACETYLENE WELDING AND
Paraphrasing Shakespear we Ralph Hazen family.
management,
the ownership,
DISC ROLLING
The C. V. Woods family will
etc.', of the aforesaid publication might say, not that we love Roy
THE OLD STAND,
AT
for the date shown in the above less but that we love Mosquero move to the Mark Woods' place
WITH THE LIBERTY
caption, required by the Act of more, and then' pass on to say soon to live there this winter. .
GARAGE .
being
Roy
the
boasts of
August 24, 1912, embodied in that
"Some of the
news may seem
metropolis
mesa
about
is
the
of
section 443, Postal Laws and
stale, but we have been absent
D.
Regulations, printed, on the re- to be made a futile one. A cen- so long that we forgot which
places
of
sus
two.
taken
the
at was new and which was not
verse of this form, to wit:
present time would probably
v That the names and address-o- f the
the publisher, editor, manage show about equal number of ining editor, and business manag- habitants. 'And if its present
gro wth keeps up a census taken
.
ers are:
Publisher, Frank L. Schultz. six months from now will show
our neighboring, town trailing
Roy, New Mexico.
far behind in the dust kicked up
Roy,
L.
Schultz,
Frank
Editor,
by. our race toward metropolitan
'
.
New. Mexico. '
size;
,
Managing Editor, Frank L.
The above news item must have
Schultz, Roy, New Mexico.
Business Manager, Frank L. been written while court was in
session at the county seat and
Schultz, Roy, New Mexico. .
'
w handle a complete line of
just got into print, Anyway
2. That the owners are:
Frank L. Schultz, Roy New we are assured it was written by
Mexico and Wm. G. Johnson, someone that has not been in
Roy, or at least one who has not
Roy, New Meyico.
At prices you can afford to "pay
cT'-'i .
given
the town a once over for
3. .That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other se- about 10 years, or some one that
curity holders owning or hold- knew very little about the popu- EGGS
ing 1 per cept or more of total lation of the two towns. Anytiioroly
way
Ave
are
satisfied in
amount of bonds, mortgages, or
allowing the readers of this pa.
will
other securities are:
Fred Fluh:nan, Mills. New per to be Che judge, so our readMexico, Intertype Corporation, ers may take the item as they
--
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RECEIVED CAR LOAD
ST. GEORGE'S SCHOOL
OF J oras
NOTES

ncnitA .

fViM'r

itwmv

studies

and other interests the pupils of
George's School have man- -'
aged to add to their stock of
a program of dialo-songs and
gues, recitations,
dances which they have practic-eñ faithfully outside of class
Tiniirs. We invite all "neoDle of
Kov to come and see what tne
you a delightful evening and we
lcnow you will not regret spending an evenin with us. ' Tickets
are $.50, reserved' seats $.75.
Everybody who takes a fifty
cent ticket is entitled to a chance
on a beautiful hand made, boudoir cap. Those who want a reserved seat ticket may have
two chances on the cap that will
be given on the evening of th

entertainment. Take a ticket
folks, it is well worth it. The

boudoir cap will be displayed in
& Branch store the next
two weeks.
We
Everybody is invited.
want a full house. We must encourage the pupils for they are
working hard to make this entertainment a success. The pupils understand that work of this
kind requires a great deal of
patience and hard work on the
part .of the teachers, they .too
.need encouragement, therefore,
come one and all.

!

Baker & Sheier, the hustling
Ford Dea ers of this place receiv- ed a car load of Ford cars Tues-day and unloaded them during
the afternoon. The car
ed several touring cars, one ruabout, a sedan and a coupe,
This makes the second car load
they have received within the
oast few weeks, besides a car
load oi trucus, The cars receiv
ed Tuesday are all of the latest
Ihe
models and are beauties.
touring cars have the sloping
windshields, one man tops and
other conveniences of the larger
cars, Baker & Sheier are hust
lers. and if any one can sell
Fords, they will be the ones that
will do it. They have some of
this car load already spoken for
and expects to have them all
of before the first ofDe- cember. And by the way the
Fords have dropped another tv
jusf to "help out your pocket.
St

contain-knowled-

,

ge

dis-Dos- ed

Lujan

,

.

--

.

f'
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Mr. and Mrs. Ulibarri óf Wag
on. Mound are rejoicing since
last week over the arrival of a
little girl which came to them at
the Mrs. Matilda Roy home in
the northeast part of town. Mrs.
Ulibarri was formerly Georgia
Esquibel of this place and a former student of the Roy school.
Dr; Self reports mother and babe
Going nicely.

E. E. Leaterman and family Marshall Bentley, cashier ov-of
.moved in to the Foster propercy the Wegon Mound Bank was
in the ' north part of town the er from Wagon Mound the first
first of the week. Mr. Leather- - nf the week on business. While
man is assistant at' the Roy Post 'here he vistied his brother K. n.
'
isentiey ana iamny.
office.
.

x

FATJO'S HONEY

prepar-campaig- n.

Fatjo Apiaries

.

.

General Blacksmith

Spanish-Americ-

and

an

Machine Work,
.

MIGHELIN
TIRES AND TUBES
One Quality Only
The Best
We are selling these
high quality tires and
tubes at prices you
pay for the ordinary
makes. Come in and
get comparative fig- ures. "

:

J.

.

EVERYDAY
NECESSITIES

.

:

Xroceries

"

'';

Brooklyn, New York.

R. S. Wood Motor Co.
Roy, Nc7 Mexico"

Wade?,

see

fit .to do

so.

'

EGGS EGGS
pay you O
We
cash for them.

JJ

-

Frank L. Schultz.
Publisher.
We were in error last week
Sworñ to and subscribed be- when we stated that Leandro
fore me this 14th day of October, Archuletta was a member of the
1922.
Board of . Registration of this
E. J. IL Roy
precinct The name of F. A.
(SEAL)
Bhould have been on the list
Roy
June
expires
commission
(My
20, 1925.) .
,.11.iJ.,.; instead of Mr Arehulett&'s nam.

Or pay you

cents

40c in trade

CITYMEATMARKET
OSCAR KIDD, Proprietor

The Spanish American, Roy, IlM'.h'ny CnnS.y.

''

Saturday; October 21, 1922.

TV

';

AID FOR LIVESTOCK GROWERS
AND FARMERS

Is a foarg am day with us.

-

f

"

-

-

,

of this and other western states from ruin during the period of deflation .

r
?!

To achieve the complete rehabilitation ofthe

agricultural industry the operation of this act
must be extended for such periods as will per-m- it

.

livestock growers and farmers of New

up-to-da- te

y

-

;

:

'
Boy's Suits,' the assortment we have will be reduced! the'

v. o- -

?

as the

I intend, if elected, to use every effort within

,;

visions

'
'"
"
Men's Leatherflests and Coats, also 10 reduction.
each.'
Corduroy Pants, best heavy kind, just afew left at :a price of $3.48
regular $2. 0 Value, now for $1.75.' " "
Men's Outing Gown
.
Ladies All Ready to wearGarments greatly reduced, ak for prices -

.

my power to scure such extension of the pro?

-

"v:f

r--

'.-.-

o

"

CLOTHING AND DRY GOODS DEPT.
,

Mex-ic-

to recover from the effects of the present;
;
disastrous drouth.
.

in

Suits.

Re-- ;

pubücait; Congress, saved the livestock industry
'

A large majority of our Bargain Items listed the past three weeks
have ben sold , however we still will have more and better bargains to offer
you next week. Come in and look o ;he list as there will bu oihernwuá
;
on sale aside from those listed herein.
;
Men's Suits, in sizes 34 to 44, at a 10cut. These Suits' are all
in style and have "previously been reduced in price befor tíús due.

The .Agricultural Credit Act, passed by a

-

'

ofjhe Agricultural Credit act as

will

able, the livestock growers and farmers of

:

eri-

-r

New.',-- .

.

restore vthe state's most important
,'-''''- '
riidustry'tó" prosperity.

"

.Mexico

STEPHEN B. DAVIS, JR- Republican candidate for United States Senator.

STEPHEN B, DAVIS, Jr;r

GROCERY DEPARTMENT
;
,
Full assortment Tea Garden Preserves, Gallon at $1.95.
Plums, and
Solid J'ack, Gallon Size Fruits, Peach s, apricots, Grapes, GG
;
,
Apples, all at 8o per gallon.
,
cwt.
per
heads,
solid
$3.00
large
Cabbage, fine
,
Large Size Quaker and Solitaris Oats, at 31. "
;
Delmonte 2 '2 lb Apricots, at $2.98 p r fozen.
.

-

-

-

v

from school Tuesday afternoon
There will be a. basket ball
on account of sore throat .
game this Friday ; Newton vs.
boys. EveryAt this writing there are 254
The following program was en Roy, first team.
in
come and see
to
one
is invited
names on. our registers, io m joyed by the seventh grade room
'
game.
this
...
m
tiie Friday afternoon:
the high school and 20b
rrades. The primaiy grades Reading,
by Beryl Ratchff.
Vote,' yes vote for the Harding
lead in numbers with enrollment Story,.
. by Meyler Gibbs.
High School on NovemCounty
follows
grade
of 30, the third
Verme Laumbach.
Reading;
rewith 28, and the second and Song, ...
by Evelyn Judy ber 7th and you will never
squ-.r- e
X
in
the
making
gret
that
sixth with 27 each.
by Walter Floersheim.
Joke
after "FOR THE LOCATION
The sixth grade has just finT Reading,
by Donnie Gibbs.
ished the study of North Amer- Story,
by Albert Brown. OF A COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
ica in geography,
by Lela Carver. AT ROY, NEW MEXICO."
Reading,
There has not been an ab
The English IV Class is study?
Now. is the time to put in your
sentee in the sixth grade during ing the Ufe and works of Shakesupply
of choice winter apples,
two
weeks.
the last
speare and will start reading
.
Becausé of the small room al- "Hamlet", the first of next week. see Roy R Day
'
lotted, to the large third grade it
Mx. Potts took the Agriculture ':" "i
SAD
NEWS
RECEIVES.
Lucero
moved,
to
the
lias been '
Class tc-- Mr. Abernathy's place
ouilding and, the fifth grade and had them judge four beef
Neis Benson received trie sad
jioved. to the Apple building va- cowsi, Nobody placed them right
íiewá
Saturday .morning that his
cated by the third grade,
except Louis and he did it by mis
had passed away at a
mother
Our' new, pupils this week are : take,
......
Simon Baca,,, Lois Ballard, Aldia
The Physiology Class has been hospital at Minneapolis, Minn.,
Mestez, Millie' Beth Grunig .and slightly increased during the last Friday evening, ,Mr. Benson
Ophelia, Naranja. ' ; ; V '. "
last few days. It has )iow "sev- left on the noon train for that
place and was able to reach MinOur visitors this week- were: enteen pupils.
Mrs. Young Blood, Mrs. Naranja
Some of our High School boys neapolis in time for the funeral.
and Mrs. Ratcliff .
saw a seventh grader carrying Mrs Benson had. been sick ', for
The animal husbandry ' class the "World" one day, last week several months and her death
started their competitive judg- and are wondering what made was. not unexpected. She was
nearly 80 years of age. The few
and aré now get- him so strong.
ing
ting in trim for the district conBuster Plumlee. is a new pupil eral took place from Kenyon,
test which will be held in Sprin- in the afternoon class of Agricul- Minn., on Tuesday evening. , ; "
ger the 18th of November.
ture. ,.;
,
RESOLUTIONS
Buster Plumlee is an addition
Each of the boys in the. Agri
to the animal husbandly class culture will have to carry on a
'
' " project. Most of the boys in Whereas the Supreme Creator
this week.
.
Hie class in field crops is now tend to keep a hog. Louis says in his infinite wisdom, has taken
and
prepared to conduct seed germi he has some rabbits, a canary, from this world
nation tests and wi1! "N n
lamb and a pony. He wonders care, the beloved mother of our
esteemed brother, N,. L; Benson;
.est seed for farmers that will .i thatls enough..
'f .
V. G.
provide them with a saiupie u.
our
Miss Spencer, "What does
. We, the members of Homesseed.
A. M. and P. M. mean?"
tead Lodge number 4i, I, O. O.
Violet Emerson is in school
Louis Waters, "Á. :M. means F., extend to him and his relaagain after a week's absence .
means past tive, our heartfelt sympathy. 1
Mrs. DeFrees, our county sup at morning, P.
morning.
,
erintendent, was á pleasant cal
Therefore be it resolved :That
English IV has the smallest one copy of these resolutions be
ler at school Wednesday morning. Mrs. DeFrees is a candi- class but we should worry so spread upon the minutes-o- f the
on the Re- long as we have thé best one in Lodge, one copy published in the
date for
publican ticket this fall snd no the whole school.
S. A. and one given to brother
The Physiology Class was talk N. L. Benson V. G.
doubt is combining duties with
ing about the development of the '
campaigning.
Fraternally submitted by the
Harold and Virgil Plumlee en- frog last Wednesday when Lu-ella Pendleton said, "Last year Committee,
tered high school Monday. .
Ollie Wendland has withdrawn I took a tadpole and kept is unE F. Henry,
from the Roy school and going til it became a frog and then it
T. F. Self,
croaked."
to Springer.
B. R Reeder.
Our first team of basket ball
girls have adopted purple and
gold for their colors, and have
First
U. S. Senator is 87
ordered their suits.
Some of us got some pretty red
grades this month on our report
cards. Looks as if the teachers
are going to eliminate the expression " getting by," and substitute "making good" in its
place.
4Cleo Coldiron and Harold Ames
nave withdrawn irom school as
to Raton.
their people
I
The fifth grade- have a new
class song entitled "Try and
ROY SCHOOL NOTES
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HARDWARE DEPARTMENT

Heavy Galvanized Water Pails, 12Qt, at33, 14 Qt. at 38
"
Half Bushel Measure's at 63.
pre-wat
Knives
Butcher
of
KNIVES, Extra Fine .Assortment
'
Spring Mop Sticks, 13f while they last.
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County Chair-

J. Floersheim,
If you are in need of some
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN-good winter Apples, see Roy R. man of the Democratic Party,
Democrats and Republicans
Day, he is selling them at $3.50 attended the political rally- - at
Mills Tuesday evening.' He re- You don't need any introductío:
per hundred.
ports a good attendance and that to John F. Gibson, candidate fo
Mills is a live little town with a Sheriff, for Harding" Court'
Lewis Peiffer ordered his
You all know he is the best rrr.
changed to Roy having
good many democratic enthusifor sheriff that is in the rare
out
to the city this week.
asts. ."
If I am elected, I promise yn
to do no grafting and if I knov
of any, I will stop it cr make i
know to the public. I'll show n
partuality and also get after th
bootleggers for seling our ytun;,
boys liquor.
I have no ill feelings toward
either party, but I feel we al
need protection. Vote for John
F. Gibson and I'll do all .that v
in my power to protect you and
your interests in Harding County. Hold your taxes down. Try-trun things as cheap as possible till we get on our feet. You
needme and I need you. I am
trying to get an Interurban rail
road in here to run from Roy to
Clayton. Am .expecting the engineers in soon to look it over.
I also want to get some oil and
.

:

.

o

-

mineral men her to try and get
our ; county developed. Throw
your politics in the waste basket,
Elect me for Sheriff and give
me good County Commissioners,
Spanish or English, and watch
your county start to come alive.
You will find my name on the
ballot, Independent ticket. Vote
for a good man once in your life,
and one that needs the office.
A fair, Sqare dea to one. and

Character in
Conservatism-- The conservative man. is not necessarily an un
progressive, cautious or timid man. The conservative man usually is thoughtful and intelligent, reideas of foolish or schem
fusing to follow
ing leaders.
Summed up, the character of conservatism is
caution without timidity and a sincere respect for
the world's experiences .
This bank reflects an individuality of conservatism.' It is a safe, sane and serviceable institu- -,
tion for you to profit through. Whether it be deposits, checking investment or loan, you will be glad
of making this bank your bank.

,.'.
will-o'-wi-

sp

Make Your Dollars Have More Cents!

I !

all.

John F. Gibson.
'

Adv.

this-wee-

,-

4
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.

Woman

IMk-
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BANK OF ROY
J

-
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are-movin- g
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Mr. Paul Roeber, formerly of
north of Roy Btt now located at
Stamford, Texas, arrived at Mill?,
one day last week to spend a few
days on the mesa looking after
some interests that he still has
here. He was accompanied by
H. Moritz and H.W. Nuaert, prominent farmers of Texas. They
report that conditions are a lit
tle better in their "part of the
country, at least the cotton paid
a little better than their éxpenes.

-

.

Trust."

I

Hallowe'en is drawing, near
and we, the fifth gráde. are decorating our room for the occas-sion.

We are proud of our new room
as the light is müchbetter than
it was in the othefroom.
The seventh grade had a new
pupil Tuesday, October 17, Lois
Ballard from Abbott.
DonaJd . Gibbs was absent.
"

rs.Wi

H Fel'o". of Carters-fillGa, appointed by Governor
Hardwick to the U. S. Senate, is
mighty proud of her honort. She is
now 87 years old and
the widow
e,

v

vo us

of Dr. W. H. Fclton
a.
meqiber of Congress fot many
years, Mrs. . Felton
iKcessfully
managed many of her i5band'j
--

..v.v;

